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Homer Jordan is rapidly becoming one of
the best all-around quarterbacks in the
nation. For more on Jordan see page 6.
roday^s Game
By Tim Bourret
Danny Ford knows exactly what Monte
Kiffin is going through. Last season,
Ford's Clemson Tigers outgained the
opponent in nearly every game, yet
finished the campaign with a 6-5 record.
Clemson's problem was mistakes, lots of
miscues ranging from fumbles and inter-
ceptionsto blocked puntsand penalties.
For the season, the Tigers committed 36
turnovers and added about five years
maturity to Danny Ford's features.
N.C. State is going through the same
thing and Head Coach Monte Kiffin is
starting to add some gray hairs. Many
feel, if it were not for errors on special
teams and mistakes of other kinds, the
Wolfpack might have beaten North Caro-
lina last Saturday. With a 4-2 record,
most fans would be happy, but many
Wolfpack supporters feel Kiffm's team
could be nationally ranked with just a
couple more breaks. Sounds familiar,
doesn't it Clemson fans?"
So far this season N.C. State has lost
15 fumbles, thrown seven interceptions
and had three punts blocked for a total of
25 errors. Wolfpack opponents have had
only 13 mistakes, which means a nega-
tive turnover margin for Kiffin's team.
Clemson on the other hand has made
quite a turnaround in the turnover
margin department and the change cer-
tainly follows the basic law of football
that victory total is proportional to
turnover margin.
In 1981 Clemson has committed only
10 turnovers, while forcing the oppo-
nents into 30. That is an average turn-
over margin of 3.33 per game, the best
figure in the country. And, if you look at
last year's national stats you will find
that Georgia won the NCAA turnover
margin title, which certainly gives tes-
timony to the aforementioned theory.
Clemson's offense showed signs of
getting ready to jump into the national
offensive stats races with a 563-yard
total offense performance last week at
Duke. The Tiger offense was much
maligned earlier this season, but since
the second half of the Kentucky game
Homer Jordan and the gang has covered
more real estate than a North Carolina
tobacco farmer in July.
Over the last five halves of play,
Clemson has gained at least 200 yards
in every half. Last week the Tigers' 563
yards of total offense ranked as the
third highest figure in Clemson history.
Clemson's varied attack of last week
was topped only by 597 yards against
Presbyterian in 1945, and 567 yards
against The Citadel in 1978.
And, it might be fitting that it was the
best offensive performance by a Clem-
sonteam sincethatseason, becausethis
1981 unit is rapidly striving for the same
goals that the club accomplished in '78.
Steve Fuller and Jerry Butler took the
Clemson offense to over 30 points a game
that year, an 11-1 record and a Gator
Bowl title.
Homer Jordan is guiding this team on
the same course. The Athens, GA native
has continued his improvement, and
against Duke he had perhaps his best all-
around game ever. Jordan twisted his
way for 245 yards in total offense, his
career high, and alsocompleted 13 of 19
passes for 198 yards. That was a career
high for completions in a game for the
slippery signal-caller, who is rapidly be-
comingthe best quarterback in the ACC.
One of Jordan's competitors for all-
ACChonors will beat Death Valley today.
Tol Avery is almost a mirror image of
Jordan in that he isthe same height, only
five pounds heavier, the same class, and
basically the same "Riverboat Gambler"
styled performer when flushed out of the
pocket.
Avery and Jordan even have very simi-
lar statistics. N.C. State's signal caller
has connected on 56 of 100 passes for
Cliff Austin's 178 yards rushing was one reason Clemson gained 563 yards in total offense
at Duke. It was the third highest team total offense mark in Clemson history.
693 yards and three touchdowns this
season. But, like Jordan, over thelast two
weeks he has been on a hot streak. Over
the last two outings Avery has connected
on 29 of 46 passes (63 percent) for 380
yards. He hit 20 of 34 passes against
the Tar Heels last week in a superb
performance.
Jordan is 51 for 94 for 840 yards and
four touchdowns. One area Jordan has
the edge in is interceptions, as
Clemson's signal caller has thrown only
three, compared to six for Avery. That
statistic might summarize the reason for
Clemson's number-four national ranking
and N.C. State's absence from the polls.
While there are many similarities with
the quarterbacks, there might be even
more likenesses with the QB's favorite
targets. Clemson's Perry Tuttle and N.C.
State's Mike Quick both wear number
22, both play wide receiver and both
have caught over 100 passes in their
four-year careers. And, both lead their
respective teams in receiving this year,
something both did in 1980. Tuttle
caught a 29-yard aerial for a score at
Duke last week to go over the 2,000-yard
mark in career receiving at Clemson,
leaving him only 181 yards behind Jerry
Butler's all-time record. Likewise, Quick
went over the 100-mark in career recep-
tions against North Carolina last week to
take over the top spot in number of
career receptions at N.C. State.
While the air attack will be important
for both teams this afternoon, it has been
the ground game that has led these
teams to a combined 10-2 record so far
this season. Clemson's Cliff Austin
gained 178 yards last week at Duke,
which tied forthe ninth best single-game
figure in Clemson history. The Scottdale,
Georgia junior had only 78 yards all last
season in an injury-plagued season, but
now leads the team with 466 yards, only
78 yards away from Chuck McSwain's
team leading figure of last season.
While Austin could be a candidate for
ACC Comeback Player-of-the-Year
honors, N.C. State's Joe Mcintosh
should be a unanimous choice for ACC
Rookie-of-the-Year benefits. Last year's
North Carolina prep Player-of-the-Year
has gained 751 yards in 1 13 carries in the
five games he has appeared in this year.
He ranked third in the nation in rushing
heading into last week, and has been as
high as second behind Southern Cal's
Marcus Allen. He had a 220-yard effort
against Wake Forest a few weeks back
and has gained at least 100 yards in every
game he has played in this year.
So, it isapparent that offensive execu-
tion is the key to this game. Clemson has
had it so far this season, and N.C. State
has shown capabilities of having it for
periods of time. Clemson knows N.C.
State has the talent to play a perfect
2 Tigers Reach Top Five
game and the Wolfpack probably will do
so before the season ends. Clemson
came mto its own and played up to
capabilities in the last game of 1980
against South Carolina and upset the
Gamecocks, 27-6. Tiger fans hope N.C.
State can hold off one more week before
reaching their potential.
Next week N.C. State plays South
Carolina.
Bill Foster's Tiger basketball team will
hold an Orange & White scrimmage next
Saturday prior to the Wake Forest foot-
ball game, so it will be beneficial for all
Tiger fans to get to Clemson early.
Foster's club will begin the scrimmage at
10:30 AM in the Littlejohn Coliseum. The
Tigersalso will haveagameon November
14, following the Maryland football
game. Foster's club will meet Marathon
Oil in an exhibition game starting at 4:30
PM in Littlejohn Coliseum. There will be
no admission charge for the Orange &
White scrimmage next Saturday.
* * + *
Clemson free safety Terry Kinard
intercepted two more passes against
Duke, giving him five for the season and
10 for his career. He is tied with four
other players for fourth place in career
interceptions and is five away from the
school record. As a team, Clemson has
18 interceptions on the year, seven off
the school mark.
The Clemson defense has now caused
30 turnovers against six opponents this
season, compared to 10 turnovers by the
Tigers. This gives Clemson a 3.33
average gain of turnovers per game. The
Tigers led the nation in this department
last week with a 3.67 average gain.
Statistically
1981 Clemson Stats
(Won 6, Lost 0)
RUSHING
Att. Yds. Avg. TD LG
Austin . 87 466 5.4 5 77
McSwain . . . . 66 303 4.6 2 17
Jordan . . . . . 87 254 2.9 4 19
McCall . . . . . 53 202 3.8 2 24
Mack . 33 116 3.8 1 11
CLEMSON . . . 349 1358 3.9 15 77
Opponents . . 242 568 2.3 21
PASSING
An. Cmp. Int. Yds. TD PCT
Jordan .... 94 51 3 840 4 .543
Gasque . .
.
4 2 51 ,500
CLEMSON . . 98 53 3 891 4 .541
Opponents . 161 80 18 936 2 .497
RECEIVING
PC. yds. Avg. TD LG
Tuttle 22 291 17.8 3 80
Magwood .
.
11 214 19.5 1 41
Gaillard 7 97 14.3 24
Diggs 5 59 11.8 24
CLEMSON . . 53 891 16.8 4 80
Opponents . . 80 836 16.7 2 26
Speaking
1981 N.C. State
(Won 4, Lost 2)
RUSHING
Att. Yds. Avg. TD
Mcintosh ... 113 751 6.6 4
Lawson 77 341 4.4
Sullivan 36 233 6.5 1
Peterson 22 132 6.0 1
Evans 24 112 4.7 2
N.C. STATE . . 316 1629 5.2 10
Opponents . . 310 1065 3.4 8
PASSING
Att. Cmp. Int. Yds. TD PCT
Avery 100 56 6 693 3 .560
Laraway ... 1 1 2 1 24 . 182
N.C. STATE . 113 59 7 724 4 .522
Opponents .133 70 6 784 7 .526
RECEIVING
PC. Yds. Avg. TD
Quick 19 306 16.1 1
Longmire ... 8 72 9,0 1
Jenkins 7 123 17,6
Mcintosh ... 5 30 6.0
Friday 4 69 17.2 1
N.C, STATE . . 59 724 12.3 4













CLEMSON 45, Wofford 10
Clemson 13, Tulane 5
CLEMSON 13, Georgia 3
Clemson 21, Kentucky 3
CLEMSON 27, Virginia







Sept. 5 N.C. STATE 27, Richmond 21
Sept. 12 N.C. State 28, WAKE FOREST 23
Sept. 19 N.C. STATE 31, East Carolina 10
Sept. 26 Maryland 34, N.C, STATE 9
Oct. 3 N.C, STATE 30. Virginia 24
Oct. 17 North Carolina 21, N.C, STATE 10
Oct. 24 at Clemson
Oct. 31 at South Carolina
Nov. 7 PENN STATE
Nov. 14 at Duke




















































































There's plenty of energy for everyone in SCE&G's service area. But there's not enough that folks can afford to waste it.
So keep your thermostats down in cold weather, up in hot. And remember to turn off lights
and appliances when you're through using them. Because we could save lots of energy if we
got everybody clicking. SCE&G
Homer Jordan
By Kim Kelly
When you think of a college quarter-
back, the image of an outgoing, flamboy-
ant and vocal character a la Joe Namath
comes to mind. But, not so at Clemson
University, for Tiger Quarterback Homer
Jordan is the quiet type and his personal-
ity more adequately resembles that of a
mild-mannered Clark Kent/Superman
character.
Like Clark Kent, Homer Jordan, the 21-
year-old industrial management major,
inauspiciously slips into the locker room
each Saturday during the football season
and emerges as #3, Clemson's super
signal caller. For the people of Tiger-
town, having earned a number-6 na-
tional rating in passing efficiency at one
time this season, Jordan isalready being
compared favorably to Steve Fuller. Af-
ter all he did break Fuller's record for
total offense by a sophomore and he is on
his way to establishing several others.
The Athens, GA native is already sixth
on the career passing list at Clemson
with over 2,000 yards and seventh in
career total offense with over 2,700
yards. And, there is no one more consis-
tent. Jordan has picked up over 100
yards in total offense in all but three of
his last 17 games and has been playing
almost errorless football. Prior to the
Dukegame Jordan had thrown onlythree
interceptions in his last 148 passes, and
had not thrown an aerial into enemy
hands in his last 65 passes.
Yes, this young man is superstar mate-
rial for sure and he's got aspirations to
matchthat lofty status. "There's nothing
I'd like better than to bring a national
championship home to Clemson," he
said. (Has Homer already read scripts
from future episodes?) At any rate,
the 6-0, 174-lb. quarterback revealed
that, in his ideal version of the Clemson
national championship game, he would
drop the ball, pick it up, and then pro-
ceed to connect with? for the winning
touchdown. Now, How's that for an ac-
tion-packed climax?
While Jordan is not able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound, neither he
nor Nelson Stokley, his position coach
are very concerned. "Homer is a hard
worker and he's respected by his team-
mates for it. Because he's an easy-going
guy the pressure doesn't seem to bother
him and that's why he's developed into
such a well-rounded player. Mentally
he's quick, he reads well and he knows
when to run, keep or pitch the ball," said
Stokley.
"I work hard on many different tech-
niques," offered Jordan, "but I don't
really copy any one quarterback's style. I
have one all my own and that style is a
combination of what I am capable of and
comfortable with . I've always loved to run
the ball, but through practice I've also
becomeconfident in my passingability,"
he said.
But, what really makes this mighty
man tick? In Clark Kent's case, it was Lois
Lane who was able to penetrate the
protected personality shell. In the case
of Homer Jordan it seems to be a certain
young lady from Athens, Georgia,
Homer's hometown.
One probing reporter, however, was
able to dig up a few facts. For instance,
Jordan has always had an affection for
clothes. "I love to buy clothes, ail kinds,
but especially the casual type," he said.
"When we go on road trips we sometimes
haveanopportunity to stop at a shopping
mall and I go check out all the clothing
stores," he admitted.
In fact, I really wouldn't mind being a
modelor owninga clothingstore." I know
it sounds funny for me to want to be a
model since I am very quiet and all but,
as a model all I'd have to do is smile I
can certainly do that!" After a brief
pause he added, "I also wouldn't mind
making the AII-ACC team as well as the
best dressed list."
Perry Tuttle, another candidate for
both honors, and Jordan's favorite target
on the gridiron, revealed that "The
Homer Jordan Model's Diet" is less than
substantial when compared with his
teammate's standard fare of meat and
potatoes. It seems Jordan's diet consists
mainly of peanut butter and jelly sand-
wiches and lots of fish so, take heed fat
fighters of the world, here's another diet
to try.
For Homer Jordan, Clemson's Clark
Kent character then, much of the script
remains to be written. While standard
storylines and reruns are ok, Jordan's
creative abilities have hardly been
tapped and he's still got to knock off a
few conference opponents before he
can seriously consider taking on the
script for that "ideal" game. But, the
future looks bright and the Tiger football
program has been receiving excellent
ratingsthusfarthisseason. So, if Jordan
and the rest of the cast continue to
turn in superior performances, who
knows how producer Danny Ford will
wrap up the 1981 season.
Homer Jordan is sixth in the nation in passing efficiency this week.




Over the past few years,
Piedmont Airlines has
gained a lot ofnew ground.
Today, our routes cover
15 ofthe countrys 25 largest
metropolitan areas.
And no one flies you to
more mideastem U.S. cities
than Piedmont does.
But it's not just where
we can fly you,but how, that
has helped to put Piedmont
in a league all by itself
For example, if
youVe going for a
long gainer, our
Bypass Strategy
helps you avoid the
PiedmontJhe Up-/iid-CbmingAiri
G(// your travel u:^cnt tn\ all Picdinoni lU l/S0C-2^l-^/ 20.
hassles ofconnections in big,
busy airports.
Ifyoure making a short
run.Piedmont can give you
nonstops ordirects to places
other airlines fly over.
We can even help you
tackle the cost offlying with
a variety of discount fares
that take off up to 50%.
So, if you'd like to make
^our next touchdown a
ot easier,come take off
with Piedmont. ^
Mollis Hall and Anthony Rose
By Tim Bourret
When you see Mollis Hall and
Anthony Rose walk out of their room
in Mauldin Hall the only aspect
about the duo that would indicate
their membership with the Clemson
football team is their residence.
With an average size of 5-9V2 and
161 poundsyou mightguessthetwo
were jocks at Churchill Downs in-
stead of jocks for a nationally-
ranked major college football team.
Clemson's starting cornerbacks are
not built like condominiums, but
they own a third of the pass thefts on
one of the nation's top pass inter-
ception units.
On paper, some people might have
doubted Danny Ford when he se-
lected the two small cornerbacks as
starters. But, after discussing the
two players' interest in football, it is
obvious that Ford has made a good
decision.
"We always discuss our upcoming
games, the guys we are going to face
and how we want to play them when
we are sitting in the room," said Hall,
who is second on the team in
interceptions and ranks seventh on
the club in tackles despite his
diminutive dimensions. "A lot of
times we talk about it while we are
lying in bed just before we go to
sleep. We're always trading ideas."
Rosealso enjoys spendingtime in
preparation for a game by talking
things over with Hall, and he feels
rooming with someone that plays
the same position is an asset. "We
get each other psyched up through-
out the week," said Rose, a resident
of Sumter, SC who was born in
Philadelphia, PA. "We have both
been around a while and trade expe-
riences. I think we've made each
other a better player and living with
each other has helped our sharing
of ideas."
While the two players help each
other out tactically. Hall and Rose
aide each other emotionally. "I
know when something personal is
bothering Holiis, so I can pick him up
at practice," said Rose. "And it
works the other way, too. He helps
me out if I've got a problem that
is bugging me that no one else
knows about."
It is not surprising that the two-
some gets along so well because
they have had to work hard for what
they've got and they respect each
other for it. This mutual respect was
never so evident last year when the
roommates were fighting for the
same starting position.
"Eddie Geathers was a sure
starter at one corner last year, so we
knewwe would be competingforthe
same position," said Hall, a native of
nearby Seneca, SC. "But, we were
closeenough friends that we knew it
would not cause any problems living
together. We still helped each other
and worked hard. We really grew
closer from the experience."
As it turned out. Rose won the
starting job for the first four games
of 1980. He then suffered a knee
injury against Virginia Tech in the
Homecoming game and missed the
next four contests. As a result. Hall
got a chance to start and he was a
first-liner for the last seven games of
the season. Rose got back into the
starting lineup at the end of the
season when Geathers was felled
with an injury. In last year's South
Carolina game the roommates
finally got to start together in the
secondary. The twosome has
started every game since, so that
means Clemson has a 7-0 record
with Hall and Rose on the corners.
The path to the first string has not
been an easy one for Rose or Hall.
Neither was anything close to an
Ail-American in high school, so it
shows what hard work can do.
Rose came to Clemson as a
waikon and the former Mayewood
High player never saw much action
in 1978. "I learned a lot about the
game and did what I could for the
team that year," said Rose. "I even
played some wide receiver for the
scout team when we were preparing
for Ohio State in the Gator Bowl that
year." In 1979 Rose saw much more
action and made some big plays,
including a key interception in the
12-7 win over Georgia.
Hall came to Clemson as a wide
receiver in 1978 and participated in
only a couple of games behind
Clemson's talented starters, Jerry
Butler and Dwight Clark. His sopho-
more season he was a reliable punt
returner who finished fourth in the
ACC in that category. He also moved
to defense and made a major contri-
bution at the corner. He made a big
interception at North Carolina in
Clemson's 19-10 win, then the very
next week had two passes broken up
in the fourth quarter at Notre Dame.
Now, both Hall and Rose have
completed their separate drives to
the top by starting every game of
1981. The parallels in their careers
are many; both are seniors, both
cornerbacks from South Carolina,
and both had to follow the work
ethic to be successful.
You still might not recognize Hoi lis
Hall and Anthony Rose as football
players when they walk on the Clem-
son campus. But, if they continue to
plot their strategy correctly, and if
you can get close enough to them,
you might be able to see an identify-
ing factor this winter—a 1981 ACC
Championship Ring.
Holiis Hall (L) and Anthony Rose (R) are roommate senior cornerbacks who have
supplied the defense with many big plays this year.
Camaraderie on the Corners
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Danny Ford
Danny Ford is the youngest third-
year coach in Division I of the NCAA,
but the 33-year-old Gadsden, Ala-
bama native has been associated
with more winning teams and pro-
grams than many coaches come in
contact with in a lifetime. Including
his years as a player at Alabama
under Bear Bryant, Ford has been
associated with college football for
the last 14 years. Thirteen of those
clubs have had winning records and
10 have gone to bowl games. Addi-
tionally, the 14 teams have had a
record of 111-47-3, a .700 winning
percentage.
Ford has brought this winning at-
titude toClemson University. Now in
his third full season as head coach.
Ford has led the Tigers to a 15-9
record and a pair of bowl games
since taking over on December 10,
1978. That was a fine day in Clemson
athletics because the University an-
nounced Charley Pell had relin-
quishedthe headcoachingdutiesof
the 1978 Gator Bowl to Ford. Nearly
40 years after hiring 31-year-old
Frank Howard, Clemson had hired
another gifted 31-year-old to lead
the Tiger forces on the gridiron.
Ford conquered all kinds of ad-
versity in leading the Tigers to a na-
tionally televised 17-15 triumph
over the perennial power Ohio
State in the Gator Bowl in his very
first game as head coach. Few men-
tors in NCAA history have made
such a celebrated and successful
beginning.
But Ford did not rest on his laurels
after that landmark win over the
Buckeyes. In the last two years the
Tigers have won 14 games, (includ-
ing wins over nationally ranked
teams from Georgia, Notre Dame
and South Carolina) gone to a bowl
game, nearly upset the National
Champion and set countless Clem-
son records.
With this list of accomplishments
it is little wonder that the Student
Affairs Committee of the Clemson
Board of Trustees only considered
onenameasPell'ssuccessor. Danny
Ford not only had the backing of
Pell, but also from the members of
the Clemson football team. He was
then Assistant Head Coach and of-
fensive line coach of the Tigers.
After two meetings between Ford
and the committee on the morning
of December 5, 1978, it was the
unanimous opinion of the commit-
tee that Ford should be named
Clemson's 21st head coach.
Ford began his association with
college football in 1967 when he
started for Bear Bryant at Alabama
as Ken Stabler's sophomore tight
end. He played three years for
Bryant, (including three wins
against the Tigers) and was an All-
Southeastern Conference choice,
All-SEC academic selection and
team captain during his senior
season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in
industrial arts in 1970, Ford re-
mained at Alabama as a graduate
assistant for the 1970 and 1971
seasons. Upon earning a master's
degree in special education in 1971,
he was made a full-time assistant
under Bryant for the 1972 and 1973
seasons. The Tide went to four more
post-season games while Ford was
on Bryant's staff.
Clemson's current head man
then accepted a position as an as-
sistant coach on Jimmy Sharpe's
staff at Virginia Tech. He remained
in Blacksburg for three seasons
(1974 to 1976), before he was
beckoned to Clemson by Charley
Pell, who had just been named the
Tiger's head coach. Pell and Ford
had served together on the VP!
staff for two seasons.
And only 23 games later, Ford
became head coach of the Tigers at
age 31, the youngest Division I head
coach in the country. This season
his Clemson team has 17 starters
returning, including all 1 1 off an ex-
citing offense. Based on his past
track record, Clemson football






A SEASON TO REMEMBER
Now you can relive one of the most mem-
orable seasons in Clemson football
history.
Video Sports proudly presents a season to
Remember, the story of the 1978 Tigers, who
compiled an 11-1 record and defeated Ohio State
in the Gator Bowl.
Available now on Videotape Cassettes.
Our full-color feature captures all the exciting
action, plus recent interviews with Ail-American
Steve Fuller, Coach Danny Ford, and the
legendary Frank Howard.
Also included are highlights of lastyear'sstirring
win over Carolina and Heisman Trophy winner
George Rogers, along with footage of Miss Uni-





Please send me copy(ies) of A Season to Remember
@ $49.50 each. Price includes sales tax, postage, and
handling. Sorry, no CCDs.








Type of Video Cassette Recorder;
Beta Max I
Beta Max II & III
VHS (RCA, Zenith, Panasonic, Sears, etc.





We think you'll agree, its a real
pleasure to look at.
But our sportiest Honda also
sports the kind of features that
make it a thrill to drive.
The Power-Operated Moonroor
For Openers, Its standard.
At the push of a button, the
tinted-glass moonroof slides back.
At the same time, an automatic
deflector helps keep the wind out.
When you're behind the
wheel, you'll be pleased at what
you see in front of it.This year, the
instrument panel houses a sepa-
rate tachometer and speedometer,
a quartz digital clock, a mainte-
nance reminder and an electronic
warning system.
Of course, the Prelude is
just as much of a pleasure to sit in.
Its luxurious interior features
comfortable bucket seats and ad-
justable headrests.
Some Simple Engineering Facts.
Our sportiest car has front-
w heel drive, four-wheel indepen-
dent suspension, rack and pinion
steering and a responsive 1751cc
CVCC" engine.The fact is, the
Honda Prelude is designed to give




The 5-speed stick shift is
standard. But with the optional
automatic 3-speed,you also get
variable-assist power steering.
And after you've weighed all
your options,we hope you drive
off in the Honda Prelude.
We make it simple.
S)l<WO Amcrcian Honda \loInr (ii . Ini
E N T
delicacies byARA.
Special occasions, no matter
howgrand orhow small, are
meant to be memorable. ARA,
Clemson University Catering
Service, can helpyou make that
possible. Be itan elaborate
seated dinnerfor200guests or
a simple after-the-game-
gathering, ARA can cater
every occasion. Our




primte diningrooms at the
Clemson House.
So the next timeyour








Ybu don't hove to
major in Economics tobe
a Rnancial Wizard^









n fact, all sorts of unlikely.
Financial Wizards at C&S
these days.
Because they can do
!Jo^'HoKJ?.?f almost all their bankinghead above
, , %ai-,P .i
water. any hour, any day Without having
to go inside the bank, ifyou rea
Not just deposits Financial wizard, and Withdrawals from their checking
accounts, but from mo"ney"togo, their savings accounts, too. As well
as loan payments, 24hoursa^^ transfers from one
accourit to another, and ^^BP^ lotsof other kinds of
And it's ^^P^hI real ly easy to be-
comea
f /^^^B Financial Wizard. All
you have to Mi 4 do is become a C&S
customer. ^m-'-m a Financial
X/
, ,
. , . . ,, Wizard can issue
Bein a
^ '^^^^ ^ gCniUS tO SCC thcrC are ordersfor an









DO JUL THEIR BANKINGKQiS
Kegisti'i t'd Service n«!r
MEMBER FDIC
ised bv the Citizens and Southern Natitmal P>aiik of South Carohna. ' 1981. C&S Bank of S.C.
Athletic
The 1980-81 academic year marked
the fifth consecutive season that
Clemson's all-around sports program
had been ranked in the top 25 in the
nation. Twice during that half a decade
Clemson's sports program has been
rated in the top five in the country in the
Knoxville Journal's All-Sports Poll.
Without a doubt, the work of Athletic
Director Bill McLellan and his dedicated
corps of coaches and administrators is
the major reason for this consistent ap-
pearance in the national limelight.
McLellan is the man most responsible.
He has endured countless hours to im-
prove every phase of the athletic pro-
gram in Tigertown. Under his direction
Clemson has built one of the finest all-
around athletic facilities in the nation.
During his tenure the Tigers have chris-
tened the Frank Johnstone Jervey
Athletic Center, possible the most mod-
ern and complete complex under one
rood, increased the permanent seating
capacity of Clemson Memorial Stadium
from 43,451 to 53,306, opened a beauti-
ful swimming facility, which will be the
site of the ACC meet this year, con-
structed a nine-lane all-weather track,
and built a new soccer facility.
While he has erected an athletic pow-
erhouse on the varsity level, McLellan
has also developed a solid intramural
program for the student body which
attracts thousands of participants every
year. That's why Bill McLellan is recog-
nized as a total athletic director.
Only the third man to own the title in
the last 50 years, McLellan assumed his
present position February 4, 1971 and
since that date has directed Clemson to
its greatest decade of athletic promi-
nence. In the last five yearsClemson had
more Ail-Americans than in any other
five-year period in Clemson history.
An examination of Mclellan's expe-
rience in athletics explains why Clemson
has been so successful under his direc-
tion. A native of Hamer, SC, the 49-year-
old McLellan was a two-time football
letterman for the Tigers and a member of
Clemson's 1952 Gator Bowl team. He
received his B.S. degree from Clemson in
1954 and his M.S. two years later.
After joining the athletic staff in 1958
he spent more than a decade with the
Tigers as an Assistant Football Coach,
Assistant Business Manager, Assistant
Athletic Director, and Associate Athletic
Director, before his appointment to his
current position.
But McLellan will be the first man to
say that many knowledgeable people are
needed to run an efficient and success-
ful athletic department. Assistant
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson is the
catalyst of McLellan'sgroupof responsi-
ble aides.
Assistant to the Athletic Director Earle
Ambrose; JoeTurner, Executive Director
of Clemson's very successful IPTAY
Club; and Sports Promotion Director Alli-
son Dalton are major reasons Clemson's
athletic administration is among the
best in the country.
Clemson's Athletic Administration: (L-R) Allison Dalton, Joe Turner, Earle Ambrose, Bobby Robinson and Bill McLellan.
Administration
Name
Street (Don't list P,0 Box, please)
City State. -Zip
Item # Qty. Item Size Price
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.









"Just 10 minutes from Death Valley"
1. Tiger Jersey
Athletic-cut, heavy-weight 100°o cotton jersey with trimmed V-neck,
double-thickness shoulder a-^d two-color paw and sleeve stripes. In-
cludes your name (limit eight letters) and number printed on the back.
Sizes: Youth S (30 - 32), M (34 - 36), L (38 - 40), XL (42 - 44), Adult
S (34 36), M (38 - 40), L (42 - 44), XL (46 - 48). $1 1.95
2. The "Four-Year Book Pack"
Heavy 420-denier orange nylon with YKK zipper, padded shoulder
straps, double bottom and sides and front zipper compartment. Also
available in rust, red, green, and royal blue without the paw. $19.95
3. Helmet
Detailed replica of the Clemson game helmet. Complete with face
bar and chin strap. Youth sizes: S (65/8 - 63-4), M (6Vs - 7), L (7Vb - 7V2).
$21.95
4. School Bag
Heavy-duty orange vinyl bag with white lettering and nylon zipper.
14" X 10" X 10". $8.45
5. The Classic Clemson Cap
Wool cap with orange visor, white front panel, navy blue back, and
embroidered black "C." Adjustable tab fits sizes: small — medium (GVe - 7Vi)
















































Bill L. Afchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officer, Secretary to tlie Board of
Trustees
W. Harry Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F. Byars, Executive Assistant to ttie President
Benjamin W. Anderson, Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean, Graduate Studies and University
Research
Luther P. Anderson, Dean, College of Agricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean, College of Architecture
Harold F. Landrith, Dean. College of Education
Benton H. Box, Dean. College of Forest and Recreation
Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean. College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean. College of Science
Ryan C. Amacher, Dean. College of IM & TS
J. Charles Jennett, Dean. College of Engineering
Robert A. Waller, Dean, College of Liberal Arts
1981-82 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Kenneth N. Vickery, Chairman
Dr. B. J. SI<elton, Vice-Chairman
Prof. H. W, Webb, Secretary
Dr. J F Geldard
Dr. Carolyn Briscoe
Dr. B. J. Todd
Dr. R. C. Harshman
Dr. Stephen S. Melsheimer, President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. C. Stassen Thompson, Immediate Past President of the
Faculty Senate
Dr Horace W. Fleming, Past President of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Corrine Sawyer, Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards
Committee
I. L. "Rusty" Donkle, Jr., President of Alumni Association
Billy G. Rogers, Immediate Past President of Alumni
Association
Dr. John H. Timmerman, President of IPTAY
Charlie W. Bussey, Immediate Past President
of IPTAY
Fred J. Matthews, Chairman of the Graduate School
Association
John W. Pettigrew, Jr., President of the Student Body
Reid W. Tribble, President of the Student Senate
David Mannella, President of the Block "C Club
Call the experts for your
residential/industrial door needs
We carry everything from decorative front doors to airplane hanger doors. And
each is constructed of the finest quality of wood, steel, alunninum, fiberglass or
connbination to those materials. You can also rely on our expert sen/ice after the
sale. Call us for an estimate for your project - whether it's one door or a hundred!
If it's anything to do with structural openings in the home, business, or industry,
we do it - best!
Serving Residential Needs Witii:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door Systems
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
• Energy Saving Windows
• Space Builder" Ventilated Shelving
• Fixed glass, mirrors, etc.
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• Strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.




VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 and 13 for the
handicapped
HIGH SCHOOL TICKETS: When availa-
ble, special high school tickets are sold at
Gate 1 1 only.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will call window, you will find them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks
Will be available at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and
the top deck. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have a pass out check, as well as an admit-
tance stub to be readmitted to the stadium
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated under Section J on the South side of
the stadium, under Section T on the North
side, and under Section E of the top deck.
Trained nurses are on hand during the
game Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat locations of
doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates
1, 5, 8, and 13
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1 , 5,
9, 13, and the top deck
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address system to make social con-
tacts
RESTROOMS: Ladies and mens' rest-
rooms are located beneath the stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal
LOST & FOUND: If any article Is lost or
found, please report same to the Gate 1
Information booth
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal. A
concession price list is published on this
page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over the press box telephone.
The press box number is 656-21 10
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium— umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food
and beverage containers of any type,
alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and
ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose Is
prohibited at an athletic contest in










Inflates 3.00 & 5,00





Tiger Paw Flags 2.00













• Sound off with The Tiger Rag!
• New, more powerful models!
• Solid state electronics!
• Hundreds of tunes available'
Model Desired
Standard 15 watt horn
Hi-Power 60 Watt Horn
35 Wail Booster







Down in the Valley
• Each Horn includes one Chip-extras $9 95 each
• Many exciting accessories are now available to enhance your enjoyment Write or call for
a fact sheet
Peachtree Specialty Co
1405 Brushy Creek Rd

















2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
Clemson and Stevens . .
.
working together to make
better fabrics for us all.
With the valuable help of Clemson alumni, students
and faculty, J. P. Stevens supplies much ot the
world's quality fabric needs for women's, men's and
children's apparel, home furnishings and industry.
Tiger alumni, in various management roles, help
keep Stevens a recognized leader in the international
market place. Clemson students help Stevens plants
near the campus maintain high levels of
productivity. Stevens and the textile industry as a
whole benefit each year from the research and
recommendations of Clemson faculty and
graduate students.
Clemson and Stevens . . . helping to make
better fabrics for us all.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.





























Serving the textile industry since 1915
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 4 & 5, 1981)
Winner of the Governor's Cup as the most outstanding contribution to the tourist industry by the
private sector in 1980.
The Boat Show (February 25 - 28, 1982)
The Fiber Producer Conference (October 20 - 22, 1981)
RENT OUR FACILITIES
• Auditorium area seats 2,000 for meetings, 1,500 for catered dinners
^ For meetings or catered meals the Hall offers:
• International Club 225 for meetings 200 for dinners
• Executive Room 175 for meetings 125 for dinners
• Glass Room 150 for meetings 125 for dinners
• Sports Room 75 for meetings 200 for dinners
11 committee rooms
• Ample areas for exhibitions
P. O. Box 5823, Exposition Avenue, Greenville, SC 29606














































clovis point hampton shores
port santorini saxony forest
On Lake Keowee
PLUS 30 other residential communities
Land • Lots • Homes
Offices on 123 Bypass, Seneca, S.C.
25






SUNDAY LUNCH & DINNER
12:00 - 2:30 P.M. — 5:30 - 9:30 P.M.
OPEN 10:00 A.M. SATURDAYS
BEFORE HOME GAMES
COME CELEBRATE THE VICTORY ON
BREA'S BACK PORCH
Fine Wines & Spirits
405 D COLLEGE PLACE • RESERVATIONS:|654-6982|
FAMOUS BRAND SPORTSWEAR
Swim wear and Footwear
TEAM & RETAIL SALES
405 C COLLEGE PLACE - 654-60611
We're Open Until 9:00 P.M. Friday
And Saturday To Better Serve You.
10% DISCOUNT




We're The Neighborhood Professionals












Uy U Counseling Center VT.^.',
COLLEGE PLACE
LIQUORS andWINES
Complete Line of Liquors
& Liqueurs & Wines
405 1 COLLEGE PLACE- 654-5570
COLLEGE PLACE
PARTY SHOP
Cases— Kegs— Wines— Six Packs
Ice— All Party Supplies
405 J COLLEGE PLACE 654-5570
Located at the Rear of College Place,
Under W.J. Brea's Back Porch
405 COLLEGE AVENUE— CLEMSON
Beside Astro III Theater
JOIN THESE CLEMSON ATHLETES
WHO HAVE JOINED
ARMY ROTC







































For Your Building Needs in the
Tri-County Area. See. .
.
Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.













We Pour — We Install










The tiger, a long-time symbol of strength and aggressiveness for
Clemson University, now assumes another prestigious role. The
Order of the Silver Tiger is a new giving level recognizing alumni,
parents, friends, faculty and staff who have given a minimum of $500
annually to the Clemson University Annual Fund.
Gifts to Clemson University enable deserving students to receive
scholarships, add volumes to the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library,
bring professors of distinction from other colleges and universities to
campus for varying periods to share their expertise, and finance
alumni professorships awarded to outstanding faculty members.
These are just a few of the ways your gifts will be used to help secure
Clemson University's future.
Your gift not only benefits the University, but also entitles you to
become a charter member of the Order of tfie Silver Tiger, a new
recognition program for your giving level.
As a Silver Tiger you will be recognized in the Clemson Honor Roll;
honored at a special reception during the year and receive this
distinctive Silver Tiger desk piece sculptured by Defter Hefner.
Through the Order of tfie Silver Tiger we can say "Thanks" for all you
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P.O. Box 1029/Creenville, S C. 29602/(803) 288-7060
30
Managers
1981-82 Student Athletic Trainers
First Row-Left to Right-Chip Winchester, Tony Blackwell, Robby Corley, Mark Abell, Bill Long, Danny Moss. Back Row-Left to Right-Jay Bennett, Bob
Easley, Joe Franks, Vann Yates, Greg Craig, Joel Bullard, Mike Bowman
Trainers 31
Clemson'slPTAYClub
By Lt. William Kelly Durham
Number One. There's magic in
those two words. Every team battles
forthe privilege to be called number
one, to be recognized as the best.
The road to the top is long and rocky
and of those teams that become
number one, few remain so for
very long.
But, one Clemson team is defying
the odds as it celebrates its third
consecutive year as number one in
the nation. IPTAY, Clemson's
athletic scholarship fund-raising
organization, experienced in fiscal
year 1981 the most successful year
of any collegiate athletic scholar-
ship fund-raising group in history.
IPTAY enjoyed its 17th consecu-
tive record-setting year in 1981,
with total money raised cresting the
three million dollar mark. Twenty-
thousand members strong, IPTAY is
accustomed to success, having
raised almost 18 million dollars for
Clemson in the last forty-seven
years. What's the key to IPTAY's
phenomenal success?
"Without a doubt, Clemson
people have made IPTAY the best,"
says Joseph J. Turner, Jr., IPTAY's
Executive Secretary. "Our IPTAY
representatives are people from
across the state and the Southeast
who love Clemson University and
who want to help Clemson in any
way. These folks spend a lot of their
time arranging meetings and visiting
other Clemson supporters. They're
the ones who keep IPTAY head and
shoulders above the rest."
IPTAY officers like President
John Timmerman, Vice President
Bill Reaves and Secretary-Treas-
urer Lawrence Starkey, Jr.,
provide sound leadership for the
organization.
"IPTAY's officers and board of
directors provide the guidance and
judgment necessary to administer a
successful program. When you take
20 successful businessmen and put
them in your boardroom, chances
are good ideas will develop ," says
Turner.
Good ideas were the basis for
IPTAY's creation forty-seven years
ago. Dr. Rupert Fike and eight other
Clemson men met in Pike's Atlanta
home in August, 1934 and founded
the l-Pay-Ten-A-Year Club. Ori-
ginally, IPTAY was a secret society,
complete with mystic words and
ritualistic ceremonies. Member-
ship was by invitation only.
All that's changed now, but one
thingthat hasn't changed is IPTAY's
purpose: to provide athletic scholar-
ships for Clemson's student-
athletes. In the 1980-81 academic
year, IPTAY provided more than one
million dollars in scholarships for
405 athletes in 19 varsity sports.
IPTAY's tremendous success has
made it possible forthe organization
to aid the athletic department and
the university in many ways. In
1978, IPTAY provided funds for new
uniforms for the Tiger Band. The
band has received $130,000 from
IPTAY inthe last two yearstosupple-
ment itstravel budget. Thisyear, the
Tiger Band will attend all of
Clemson's football games, home
and away.
IPTAY has assisted the athletic
department in financing capital
improvements also. More than
$150,000 has been allocated by
IPTAY toconstruct permanent seats
at the Tigers' tennis courts and
baseball field. IPTAY also donated
$22,000 to light the new soccer
stadium on Riggs Field.
More than $300,000 was provided
by IPTAY for improvements to
Memorial Stadium last year. New
stadium graphics, a modern sound
system and two new scoreboards
help make Death Valley one of the
finest stadiums in the Southeast.
The needs of students are also
recognized by IPTAY. The organiza-
tion makes academic tutoring
available to all student-athletes at
no charge. IPTAY also has contrib-
uted a $125,000 seed grant to begin
planning fora Fine Arts Center to be
used by all members of the univer-
sity community. Forty thousand dol-
lars has been contributed by IPTAY
for partial fundingof a master trans-
portation plan forthe University.
"Our commitment is to Clemson
and Clemson students," says
Turner. "IPTAY is doing several
things to make Clemson athletics
stronger and to benefit the univer-
sity as a whole."
With 20,000 Clemson people ded-
icated to these twin goals, IPTAY
can't help but stay number one.
Head Basketball Coach Bill Foster
Number One Ranked
PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
Warp Tying Accessories
Watp Tying Equipment and Parts
Mats and Matting
Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
Race Plate Coverings
Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and





TEXTILE MARKETING CO.. INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
PHILCHEM, INC.




GROUP . . .
the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp. Paper.
Energy. Packaging and Metal Industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles,
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING
Assisting large and small companies in evaluating personnel needs.
TEMPORARY
PERSONNEL
Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Nonell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categones we can fill
And even if you don't see what you're looking for, give us a call




















































































(Left to Right) Mary McNeil, Rick Conte, Pat Hook, David Pinion, Kathy Anderson, Scott Gallaway, Karen Lawing, George Helmrich, Jennifer
Hemphill, Bill Grainger, Sheri Nix, Russel Ragen, Danny Pechthalt, Tiger — Ricky Capps. Inset: Mark Barhyte (Head Cheerleader).
Your Season Ticket
To A Good Time
Before Game and After Game Parties
Bloody Mary Brunch Begins at 8:30 AM
"Best of the Beach" Party Immediately After Game
us 123 Opposite City Hall in Clemson
Telephone 654-5804
We provide, as a convenience for our guests, qualified personnel to care for children over five years of age from
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on home football game days.
Shots from the Post
Bonks McFodden 35
The Clemson
Kendall Alley Vernie Anthony Vandell Arrington
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Tony Berryhill Fitzhugh Bethea Nick Bowman Donny Brinegar Gary Brown
Jeff Bryant Wilbur Bullard
99 Sr. 8 Jr.
Brian Butcher Randy Cheek TimChilders





















Dean Day Pete Demery William DeVane Bubba Diggs Richard Donaldson Joe Ellis

















Edgar Pickett Reggie Pleasant Chuckie Richardson Mark Richardson James Robinson




Jimmy Scott Sonny Seale
67 So. 39 Jr.
Bill Smith Jeff Stockstill Jeff Suttle

















Andy Cheatham David Clayton Craig Crawford
65 Fr. 79 Fr. 48 Fr.
Tiger Rookies
i^ AVk
Kenny Danforth Steve Duncan K.D.Dunn Dale Hatcher Dean Herman















Strength Training Staff: Craig Bryson, Sam Varner, Don Telle, Jim Speros. Missing: Jim Batey
Johnny Rembert
90 Jr.
Tony Shirley Dale Swing Ronald Watson Braxton Williams Scott Williams
Fr. 58 Fr. 49 Fr. 34 Jr. 50 Fr.
Insulation Contractors • Distributors • Engineers
XOVIL
CORPORATION
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The Coaches . .
.
By Cricket Yates
If June Roach and Elaine Swear-
ingen are just ordinary, everyday
secretaries, then surely the Pope in
now a Methodist too. Fallacies such
asthesearerampant, but Roachand
Swearingen just laugh them off, as
they do most of the stories they hear
and tell in the football office.
They are employed by Danny
Ford and needless to say, life in
Clemson's football office isn't
boring. Take for instance, the phone
calls they receive. They get most of
the calls on Monday after football
games with messages about any-
thing from blowing a big play
to congratulations and cheers for
the team.
One lady called and told them she
was building a swimming pool and
wanted a tiger paw in the bottom of
it. She asked June if she knew what
kind of paint to use? "I just told her
that I'd make it orange and ask
Sherwin Williams a bout it," she said.
Or how about the call from the Ore-
gon disc jockey who said one of his
listeners had called and inquired
about the trophy passed between
Clemson and Carolina during the
intense rivalry? Right in the middle
of Roach explaining the Spartan
Foods Trophy, the DJ said, "Oh, by
the way, we're on the air." Then
there was the high school coach who
called and wanted to know where
Clemson had gotten its scoreboard,
he wanted to purchase one for his
high school team.
A typical week to this twosome is
not so typical. Their responsibilities
are as numerous as they are time
consuming. This dynamic duo is in
chargeof coaches' correspondence,
phone calls, mailing IPTAY reports
to the more than 800 prospects,
typing practice schedules, scouting
reports, traveling squads itinerary
and game plans. And this does not
include the team personnel sheets,
sending out mailigrams, typing
linemen's foot-ball quizzes, and
working on Head Trainer Fred
Hoover's "Chicken Lists" or m^enus.
Of course there are the preparations
for the weeks recruits which in-
clude tickets, programs, and name
tags which must be handed out on
Saturday morning before game
time.
"You have to have a sense of
humor to work in this office," claims
the former June Lee who hails from
nearby Seneca. She has been mar-
ried for eleven years to Mike Roach,
who is an administrative supervisor
at Duke Power Company. She has
been workingat the athletic depart-
mentsince November of 1977, when
she began working for former Head
Coach Charley Pell.
Elaine Robinson married Bob
Swearingen twenty years ago in
Edgefield. They have two sons, 18-
year-old Greg and 15-year-old Jeff.
Bob is a process engineer at Singer
Company. Elaine has been working
for the football office since July of
1978 and calls the experience, "A
challenge and a half."
The demands are large and the
glory is little for this dedicated pair,
but they handle it extremely well. In
fact, a coach came in just a little
while ago pleading that he needed
some 25 letters typed and mailed to
recruits by tomorrow. Swearingen
looked up and smiled, "Yeah the
people in hell need ice water too."
But, no matter how difficult the
task, June and Elaine, always find a
way to get it done. Any Clemson
football coach will tell you that the
Tigers couldn't make it to the top of
the hill on Saturday afternoons
without them.
"OK boys, now these are helmets, you put
them on your heads."
"Hey Chuck, let's try the wingback
reverse."
"Well Elaine, it's not the first dummy we
ever hugged!"
"Coaches" Swearingen and Roach view
practice from the sidelines.
"Elaine, is this the way you taught me to
throw."
42 Behind the Coaches
Clemson
Are you ready for the 21st cen-
tury? Clemson University can
honestly answer, "Absolutely!"
Almost 12,000 students and
scientistsalikeare already work-
ing on tools for living in the
changing, demanding world of
the 1980s and '90s. Tools for
communicating, for living with
decreased fossil fuels, for mak-
ing industry and agriculture
more productive.
Clemson is deeply involved in
what is probably the nation's
most critical problem— the lack
of a dependable, renewable
source of energy. In 1981, fac-
ulty and student research proj-
ects will explore creating syn-
thetic fuels from farm and
forestry products, perfecting
the solar energy cell, developing
economical conservation
methods for the state's textile
plants and building a moder-
ately-priced home heated with a
completely passive solar system.
Today's students realize com-
puters will soon be as much a
part of life as television. They're
learning to build the sophisti-
cated circuits and design the
complex programs that will be
required for home use.
Through the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service and S.C. Agri-
cultural Experiment Station,
Clemson is helping today's
and training tomorrow's food
producers.
Agents in 46 counties give the
public access to experts in every
area of agri-business, home
economics and consumer
affairs. Experiment Station
researchers are working to find
better fruits and vegetables
through genetic engineering,
ways to save precious fuel, soil
and water and answers to diffi-
cult questions about obesity,
hypertension, food additives or
air and water pollution.
President Bill Atchley puts it
this way: "The challenges of the
1980s will not be met unless
universities give young people
not only an education, but the
training to think, to ask and to
try." Clemson's 76 undergradu-
ate and 54 graduate programs
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"For several years I considered a
painting of a Clemson University
subject that would portray the
outstanding spirit there. 'Death
Valley' conveys this feeling of
strength and is a powerful rep-
resentation of Tiger country. The
dominance of the tiger statue
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Comedian Rodney Dangerfield always
claims that he "don't get no respect" and
the same can be said for Clemson's 10
student football managers and 15
trainers. It would be difficult to find more
hard-working and least recognized
groups anywhere on campus.
Most fans who come to games only see
the managers shagging balls during
warmups or running balls in from the
sidelines and the trainers carting juice in
durmg time outs. The fans think those
jobs are the only duties the managers
and trainers have, but let me assure you,
they do much more than that.
Steve Rivers, an ex-manager who is
now an equipment room assistant, said,
"All of our work is before and after
games. Working the game is actually
the easiest thmg we have to do. At the
game, we just try to keep everything
running smoothly."
I had the priviledge of "playing" man-
ager and trainer the week before the
Tigers traveled to Tulane and I was
amazed—first, at the amount of tasks
these students have to do and how much
time is demanded of them; secondly, at
the thoroughly professional job they do;
and finally, at the multitude of problems
they overcome to move the football team
from Clemson toan awaygameand back.
"We are the first to get there and the
last to leave," said Lawrence Mudge, the
head manager. "We are the first at prac-
tice and at the games and we are the ones
who clean up and turn out the lights."
The typical work week for the man-
agers and trainers begins on Sunday
afternoon and the Tulane week was no
exception. The uniforms, which were
cleaned after the game on Saturday, are
folded and placed by player's number on
the racks in the equipment room and the
other equipment is checked and readied
for the coming week of practice. In the
training room, the students repack the
stadium trunk, which is actually a small
field hospital, and the bumps and
bruises of the players are treated so they
will be able to wage battle in a week.
Monday is lab day for the players, so
practice does not begin until 5:30 pm or
6:00 pm. Even though the brief practice
is in shorts and shoulder pads, by the
time the workout is finished and the
managers pack the tackling dummies
and footballs away and the trainers have
restocked the taping tables, it is getting
close to kickoff for the NFL game.
"These late practicesarefine when it's
hot," said Jeff Wright, a sophomore from
Charlotte, NC. "But for the November
games, it gets dark early and when the
wind comes whipping off Lake Hartwell,
it IS pretty cold out there."
"Monday is the only day all of the
managers don't work practice," said
Mudge. "Four of the managers come
early and put out the clean laundry bags
for the players and then go to lab. The
rest come in at 4:30 to work practice."
Since Monday is a rather slow day at
practice, I spenttheday withthreeof the
Ben Massingill (L) and Head Manager Lawrence Mudge tighten facequards before
the Tulane game.
Joe Franks tapes an ankle, one of many
tasks for student trainers.
managers whose jobs are very important,
but are not actually involved with the
team drills.
Duke Davis, a freshman from Phila-
delphia, PA, whose father is the head
trainer for the Philadelphia Eagles, is the
gate guard at practice. "It gets boring out
here by myself sometimes," Davis said.
"But, I have to keep people off the field
that don't belong out there so the players
and coaches can work undisturbed. I do
have the chance to get some homework
done out here, though."
Jim Weldon, a sophomore from
Florence, SC, is the John Cameron
Swayze of the football team. High above
the field in the tower, Weldon's job as
timer is to make sure practice sticks to
the schedule and blow the airhorn at the
end of each five-minute period. "You
can't get too comfortable up here," said
Weldon. "Five minutes goes by fast. I
always try to keep my eye on Coach Ford
because he is running the show, and if
he wants to change the schedule, he'll
want me to blow the horn right then."
Doing laundry is Steve Rivers' job
—
lotsof laundry. "When I tell people I wash
clothesforthefootballteam, theythink I
do the wash in about 40 little Maytag
machines," he joked. "They don't realize
we have two $25,000 washing machines
down in the equipment room. I do 800-
1,000 pounds of laundry every day— 135
pounds at a time."
After Monday's light practice, life
gets tougher on Tuesday and Wednes-
day as these are the days that the team
really gets down to work for the week's
opponent.
Before each of the two-and-one-half
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Trainers and Managers
Field Manager Jimmy Seay supervises pregame warmups.
hour practices in the middle of the week,
each manager confers with the area
coach he is assigned to in order to find
out the coach's plan for that practice.
This includes what drills are to be run,
where the dummies are to be set up, and
any other special plans.
When the group work begins, the man-
agers alternate the jobs of spotting the
balls for plays or getting the balls from
the receivers, while the other manager is
watching for any equipment failures,
such as broken shoulder pad straps or
any helmet that needs the air cushion
inside pumped up.
"Weare always looking for shortcuts at
practice," said Ricky Steen, a sopho-
more from Hartsville, SC. "When the
team goes to group work, we can put up
the dummies and straighten up every-
thing, so we can get out a little earlier at
the end of practice.
Eric Rivers, who hails from Spartan-
burg, SC, works with thereceiversand he
uses the group work time to wrestle the
unwieldy ball-throwing machine to the
storage shed underthetower. "I sure will
have well-developed arms after this sea-
son," said the sophomore, who is Steve
Rivers' brother.
After the group work, the players work
on total team drills—that is, all of the
offense works against the defense and all
of the managers combine forces to keep
everything tooling right along at prac-
tice. Someof the managers, neartheend
of practice, start packing the equipment
to, as every last one of them says, "head
it to the house."
Mark Garrison, a freshman from Sandy
Springs, SC, is one who starts the pack-
ing. "The freshmen managers have to do
moreof the trivia I jobs, but that's the way
it should be. I really don't know all of the
ropes yet, so I don't mind the work. I'm
sure there will be some freshman to do
my job when I'm a senior."
When the players come off the field.
just like the hour before practice, the
spotlight shifts to the training room as
the center of football activity. After prac-
tice, the students, along with the full-
time staff, start treatment for the
bruised and injured players.
"Treatment usually consists of ice or
hot pads," said Joe Franks, a senior from
Greensboro, NC. "But, sometimes just a
dip in the whirlpool or steam room will do
the trick."
One of the more unusual jobs in the
training room belongs to Greg Craig, a
senior from Otto, NC. He is responsible
for the spare mouthpieces that are car-
ried to games in two mini filing cabinets.
"We have to make plaster casts of any-
body whohasany dental problems," said
Craig. "But the other players' mouth-
piece can be made by putting the form
into hot water and have the player bite
into it. The softened plastic forms
around the teeth as it cools."
There is one job the trainers do which
they absolutely despise—driving the in-
jury shuttle bus. "We have to leave
Mauldin Hall at 6:25 am to drive over to
Jervey so the players can get treatment
for major injuries," said Jay Bennett, a
senior from Cheraw. "We alternate
among all of the trainers and it works out
that we only have to drive about once
every two weeks, but its still a pain."
While the mouthpiece cabinet and
driving the shuttle are two important
jobs, most of the trainers' time is spent
taping. I noticed that the trainers are so
experienced that they can look up while
taping and talk to the player at the same
time.
With over 125 football players to tape
plus all of the other sports that either
play or practice in the fall, the training
room goes through massive quantities of
tape every day. "I don't know for sure,"
said Tony Blackwell, a senior from
Gaffney, SC, "But, I imagine we go
through about four cases of tape a day."
That's four cases with 24 rolls to a case
and each roll has over l.OOOfeet of tape.
That comes out to about 18 miles of tape
a day. Sportsfans, that is a lot of tape.
Bob Easley, a junior from Greenville,
SC, said, "All the trainers tape every-
thing—fingers, wrists, ankles, feet—you
name it, we tape it. Severe ankle and
knee injuries are usually taped by the
full-time staff, though."
After the afternoon taping, the
trainer's routine is to go out to practice
and make sure there is enough water
and juice for the players to drink and to
tend to any minor injuries that occur.
"We always have to be on the lookout for
major injuries," said Blackwell. "Often
our early arrival can make a difference in
a player's recovery."
While the managers and trainers follow
a pretty established routine during the
early part of the week, the Thursday
before a road trip, the pace picks up
measurably.
Before the Tulane Thursday practice,
all of the players were issued their artifi-
cial turf shoes so they could break them
in at practice. While the players were in
their meetings, Mudge, Seay, and myself
went through the locker room checking
shoulder pad straps and tightening face
guards so there would be one less job to
worry about at the Superdome.
While the team was at practice, the
traveling managers and trainers started
packing the 18-wheel truck that hauls
the equipment. I believe Barnum &
Bailey's Circus does not carry as
much stuff.
The trainers brought two portable
water fountains, the mouthpiece box,
the stadium trunk, which contains just
about everything including casting mate-
rial, a steamer trunk full of tape, a
stretcher, and an oxygen bottle. The
managers, on the other hand, looked like
they cleaned out the equipment room.
There was one steamer trunk filled with
towels, one filled with an extra pair of turf
shoes for all 67 traveling players and also
20 pair of tennis shoes in case some
player needed or wanted them, another
trunk with an extra set of jerseys, two
toolboxes filled with equipment, includ-
ing an electric drill to fix shoulder pads
and helmets, laundry hampers to bring
the dirty uniforms back, floor wax to
polish the helmets, a box of paws and
stripes to restore the helmets that were
banged up, a gross of shoelaces, coat-
hangers, a blackboard, extra knee,
thigh, and hip pads, all of the Communi-
cation Center's photo equipment, and
a partridge in a pear tree.
All of this was loaded on the truck after
the band had put their instruments on
Continued on page 98
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Tigers
NO NAME POS AGE HGT WGT CL
89 ALLEY, KENDALL WR 20 6-0 175 So.
Salisbury. NC, North Roman, Larry Thomason
69 ANTHONY, VERNIE MG 20 6-3 245 Jr.
Collins. GA. Reidsville. Danny Scott
1 ARRINGTON, VANDELL CB 20 6-0 175 So
Fayetteville. NC. E E Smith. Roy McNeill
7 AUSTIN, CLIFF RB 21 6-0 190 Jr.
Scottdale. GA. Avondale. Crawford Kennedy
71 BENISH, DAN DT 19 6-6 250 Jr.
Hubbard, OH, Hubbard. Ed Glass
76 BERLIN, STEVE DT 18 6-5 272 Fr.
Bethel Park. PA. Bethel Park. Bob King
63 BERRYHILL, TONY C 22 6-5 240 Sr.
Thomaston. GA. Robert E Lee. Tommy Perdue
37 BETHEA, FITZHUGH WR 19 5-9 165 So.
Dillon. SC. Dillon HS
57 BOWMAN, NICK DE 22 6-2 190 Sr.
Crossville. TN, Cumberland Co . Tom VanWinkle
73 BRINEGAR, DON OT 19 6-2 225 So.
Clemmons, NC. W. Forsythe HS
68 BROWN, GARY OT 21 6-3 257 Jr.
Philadelphia, TN, Loudon, Bert Ratledge
9 BROWN, KEN DB 19 6-2 185 So.
Hartwell, GA, Hart County, Don Elam
72 BROWN, RAY DE 20 6-4 225 So.
Rome, GA, East Rome, Jerry Sharp
47 BROWN, ROY LB 20 6-1 190 So.
Myrtle Beach, SC. Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
99 BRYANT, JEFF DT 21 6-5 260 Sr.
Atlanta. GA. Gordon. Napoleon Cobb
8 BULLARD, WILBUR TB 20 5-11 180 Jr.
Laurel Hill, NC, Scotland. Mike Dubis
62 BUTCHER, BRIAN OG 20 6-5 218 Jr.
Roswell, GA, Crestwood, James Smith
19 BUTLER, RICHARD WR 19 6-0 180 Fr.
Ware Shoals. SC. Ware Shoals. Tommy Davis
59 CHEATHAM, ANDY OG 18 6-4 225 Fr.
Mableton, GA. Pebblebrook HS
55 CHEEK, RANDY LB 2
1
5-11 200 br.
Augusta, GA, Butler. Oliver Russell
26 CHILDERS, TIM SS 20 6-1 180 So.
Gaffney, SC. Gaffney. Bob Carlton
70 CLARK, BRIAN OG 20 6-7 250 Sr.
Ft Myers, FL, Cypress Lake, Boyd Grucha
48 CRAWFORD, CRAIG FB 18 6-2 190 Fr.
Spring Lake, NC, Pine Forest, Gary Weller
38 CRITE, BRENDON TB 20 5-10 195 Jr.
Brevard, NC. Brevard. Carroll Wright
54 CRUCE, JEFF OT 19 6-7 240 So.
Lake City. FL. Columbia. Bobby Simmons
JJ DANFORTH, KENNY DB 6-1 194 r r.
Aiken. SC. Aiken. Eddie Buck
O /I DAVIS, BILLY FS 6-4 190 bo.
Alexandria. VA, Mount Vernon, Bruce Patrick
/I DAVIS, JEFF LB 6-0 223 or.
Greensboro, NC, Dudley, Jonathan McKee
JD DAY, DEAN LB on 6-1 210 Jr.
North Augusta, SC, North Augusta, Hubert Morris
94 DEVANE, WILLIAM MG 19 6-2 250 So.
Jacksonville, NC, Jacksonville, Ray Durham
85 DIGGS, BUBBA TE 21 6-3 220 Jr.
Augusta, GA, Butler, Oliver Russell
20 DONALDSON, RICH SS 19 5-10 173 So.
Fayetteville, NC. Douglas Byrd. Bob Sanders
81 DUNN, K. D. TE 18 6-3 215 Fr.
Decatur. GA. Gordon. Randy Smith
64 ELLIS, JOE OG 19 6-4 240 So.
Toms River, NJ, Toms River, Robert Fiocco
14 EPPLEY, MIKE QB 19 6-1 185 So,
Charlotte, NC, Harding, Bruce Hardin
60 FARR, JAMES OG 19 6-4 225 bo.
Thomason, GA, Thomason, Bill Reese
c 1D 1 FISHER, BRAD OT 6-4 245 br.
Fostoria, OH, Fostoria, Richard Kidvuell
FREDERE, FRANK TE 1 Q 6-5 235 OU
.
Winston-Salem, NC. Reynolds. Doug Crater
41 GAILLARD, JERRY WR 21 6-0 179 Sr.
Yuma, AZ, Enterprise (AL). Richard Stem
1
1
GASQUE, MIKE QB o o 6-2 190 br.
Elon College. NC, Western Alamance, Sam Ward
53 GLENN, JOE DE 21 6-3 209 Jr.
Columbia, SC, A C Flora, Charles Macalusa
29 HALL, HOLLIS CB 21 5-10 158 Sr.
Seneca, SC, Seneca, Ken Rushlow
5 HATCHER, DALE P 18 6-2 195 Fr.
Cheraw, SC, CheravK, Burney Bourne
12 HEADEN, ANDY DE 21 6-5 230 Jr.
Liberty, NC. East Randolph. Sal Gero
NO NAME POS AGE HGT WGT CL
16 HENDLEY, RICHARD P
Greenville, SC, Wade Hampton, Bill Phillips
20 5-11 190 Jr.
75 HERMAN, DEAN DT
Wise, VA, J J Kelly, Al Stecker
18 6-6 245 Fr.
39 HOHLER,JIM LB
Sandusky, OH, Perkins, Jim Stauffer
18 6-2 190 Fr.
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE TB
Myrtle Beach, SC, Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
18 6-2 190 So.
78 HUDSON, ALEX OT
Spartanburg. SC. Spartanburg. Bill Carr
19 6-5 265 Jr.
18 IGWEBUIKE, DONALD K
Anambra. Nigeria
20 5-8 167 Fr.
3 JORDAN, HOMER QB
Athens. GA. Cedar Shoals. John Waters
21 6-0 180 Jr.
43 KINARD, TERRY FS
Sumter, SC, Sumter, Dick Weldon
22 6-1 190 Jr.
25 LEARN, RANDY FS 21 5-10 174 Jr.
Belvidere. NJ. Belvidere. Frank Matia
44 LINDSEY,OTIS LB
Chester, GA, Dodge, Larry Green
20 6-3 230 Jr.
51 LYTTON,JEFF C
Blue Ash, OH. Moeller, Gerry Faust
18 6-3 240 Fr.
27 MACK, KEVIN FB
Kings Mt
,
NC, Kings Mt , Dan Brooks
19 6-1 185 So.
2 MAGWOOD, FRANK WR
John's Island, SC, St John s, Robert Biggerstaff
20 6-0 178 Jr.
31 MARTIN, CARL SS
Elloree, SC, Clarendon, Bill Martin
20 5-7 160 Jr.
52 MASSARO,CARY C
Canonsburg, PA, Canon-McMillan. Tom Olzewski
20 6-5 238 So.
74 MAYBERRY, BOB OG
Sharon. PA. Hickory. James Bestwick
20 6-5 245 Jr.
32 McCALL, JEFF FB
Fayetteville, NC. Pine Forest. Gary Whitman
21 6-3 225 Jr.
98 McLELLAN, CLIFF LB
Pendleton. SC. Pendleton
23 5-9 180 Sr.
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK TB
Caroleen. NC. Chase. John Keeter
20 6-2 190 Jr.
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB
Caroleen. NC. Chase, John Keeter
19 6-2 190 So.
96 MEEKS, CHUCK LB
Augusta, GA, Belton-Honea Path, Jim Nelson
20 6-0 201 Jr.
87 MILTON, ELDRIDGE WR
Folkston, GA. Charlton County. David Stepson
18 6-3 220 Fr.
77 NANNEY, LEE OT
Spartanburg. SC. Dorman, Lou Fogle
21 6-4 260 Sr.
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB
Jacksonville. FL, Bishop Kenny, Mike Healy
19 6-0 190 Fr.
10 PARKER, JEFF QB
Gordo, AL, Gordo. Walton Tucker
18 6-2 180 Fr.
6 PAULLING, BOB PK
St Matthews. SC. St Matthews. Otis Culclasure
20 6-2 180 So.
66 PERRY, WILLIAM MG
Aiken, SC, Aiken, Eddie Buck
18 6-3 295 Fr.
42 PICKETT, EDGAR DE
Lexington, NC, Central Davidson, Les Herrin
19 6-3 235 So.
90 REMBERT, JOHNNY LB
Arcadia, FL, Desoto, Richard Bowers
20 6-3 220 Jr.
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB
Thomasville, NC. Thomasville. Allen Brown
19 6-3 215 So.
92 RICHARDSON, MARK DE
Spartanburg. SC. Hill. Richard O'Shawnessy
21 6-1 184 Jr.
21 ROSE, ANTHONY CB
Sumter, SC. Mayewood. Rudy Wheeler
21 5-9 165 Sr.
67 SCOTT, JIM DT
Alexandria, VA, Mt Vernon, Bruce Patrick
19 6-5 240 So.
84 SMITH, BILL DE
Duncan, SC, Burnes, Dalton Rivers
21 6-5 220 Sr.
15 STOCKSTILL, JEFF WR
Fernandina Beach, FL. Fer Bch , Joel Stockstill
20 6-2 180 Jr.
23 SUTTLE.JEFF SS
Lafayette, GA, Lafayette, Bobby Campbell
19 6-1 185 So.
58 SWING, DALE C
Lexington. NC, Central Davidson, Kevin Firquin
18 6-3 245 Fr.
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY LB
Boone, NC, Watauga, Bill Mauldin
21 6-4 224 Jr.
22 TUTTLE, PERRY WR
Winston-Salem
, NC, North Davidson, Steve Hinckle
22 6-0 180 Sr.
13 VARN,GUY DB
Martinsville. VA, Fork Union. Red Pulliam
19 6-0 175 So.
91 WADE, MIKE DE
Greer, SC. Riverside, Jim Few
20 6-3 199 Sr.
30 WARD, WILLIE FS
Jackson, GA, Jackson, Tommy Carmichael
20 6-2 178 So.
49 WATSON, RONALD DB
Jefferson, GA, Jefferson, Jim Stoudmire
20 5-11 175 Fr.
65 WEEKS, SCOTT C
Jackson, SC, Jackson, Wayne Merchant
23 6-2 225 Sr.
34 WILLIAMS, BRAXTON RB
Greensboro, NC, Dudley. J, A McKee
20 6-2 215 Jr.
50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C
Hixson, TN, Baylor. Red Eller
18 6-4 218 Fr.
80 W U K b 1 , J 1 M It
Atlanta. GA. Lakeside. Waymon Creel
20 6-4 225 Jr.
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Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans
!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the
game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch
ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort
and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or
a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum"
is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing,
and top-name entertainment.
Perone's. . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
Vince Perone^s
^ GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
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lou knowwbo the winners are
The Tigers
NO NAME POS
1 Vandell Arnngton CB
2 Frank Magwood WR
3 Homer Jordan QB
5 Dale Hatcher P
6 BobPaulling PK
7 Cliff Austin TB
8 Wilbur Bullard TB
9 Ken Brown DB





15 Jeff Stockstill WR
16 Richard Hendley P
17 Anthony Parete QB
18 Donald Igwebuike PK
19 Richard Butler WR
20 Rich Donaldson SS
21 Anthony Rose CB
22 Perry Tuttle WR
23 JeffSuttle SS
24 Billy Davis FS
25 Randy Learn FS
26 TimChilders SS
27 Kevin Mack FB
28 Rod McSwain CB
29 HolhsHall CB
30 WilheWard FS
31 Carl Martin SS
32 Jeff McCall FB
33 Kenny Danforth DB
34 Braxton Williams TB
35 Chuck McSwain TB
36 Dean Day LB
37 Fitzhugh Bethea WR
38 Brendon Crite TB
39 Jim Hohler LB
40 Tim Basich LB
41 Jerry Gaillard WR
42 Edgar Pickett DE
43 Terry Kinard FS
44 Otis Lindsey LB
45 Jeff Davis LB
46 Duke Holloman TB
47 Roy Brown LB
48 Craig Crawford FB
NO NAME POS
49 Ronald Watson DB
50 Scott Williams C
51 JeffLytton C
52 Gary Massaro C
53 Joe Glenn DE
54 Jeff Cruce OT
55 Randy Cheek LB
56 Chuckle Richardson LB
57 Nick Bowman DE
58 Dale Swing C
59 Andy Cheatham OG
60 James Farr OG
61 Brad Fisher OT
62 Brian Butcher OG
63 Tony Berryhill C
64 Ine Ellis OG
65 Scott Weeks C
66 Wilham Perry . . ." NG
67 Jim Scott DT
68 Gary Brown OT
69 VernieAnthony NG
70 Brian Clark OG
71 DanBenish DT
72 Ray Brown DE
73 Don Brinegar OT
74 BobMayberry OG
75 Dean Herman DT
76 Steve Berlin DT
77 Lee Nanney OT
78 Alex Hudson OT
80 JimWurst TE
81 K, D, Dunn TE
82 Danny Triplett LB
84 Bill Smith DE
85 Bubba Diggs TE
86 Frank Fredere TC
87 Eldridge Milton DE
89 Kendall Alley WR
90 Johnny Rembert LB
91 Mike Wade DE
92 Mark Richardson DE
94 William Devane NG
95 Kevin Gemas LB
96 Chuck Meeks LB
97 David Noelte DE
98 Cliff McLellan LB




85 BUBBA DIGGS TE
77 LEE NANNEY RT
70 BRIAN CLARK RG
63 TONY BERRYHILL C
60 JAMES FARR LG
61 BRAD FISHER LT
41 JERRY GAILLARD WR
3 HOMER JORDAN QB
7 CLIFF AUSTIN TB
32 JEFFMcCALL FB
22 PERRY TUTTLE FL
N.C. STATE DEFENSE
66 DANNLUTE LE
93 DENNIS OWENS RT
18 DAVID SHELTON LT
90 AL DELLAPORTE MG
40 RICKY ETHERIDGE RE
53 ROBERT ABRAHAM LB
37 SAM KEY LB
21 DONNIELEGRANDE LCB
29 PERRY WILLIAMS RCB
41 LOUIE MEADOWS SS
6 ERIC WILLIAMS FS
50
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22 MIKE QUICK SE
70 TODD ECKERSON LT
63 CHUCK LONG LG
57 JEFFNYCE C
68 EARNEST BUTLER RG
75 CHRIS KOEHNE RT
87 BOBBY LONGMIRE TE
12 TOL AVERY QB
46 DWIGHT SULLIVAN FB
43 JOE Mcintosh tb
4 KEN JENKINS FL
CLEMSON DEFENSE
87 BILL SMITH LE
71 DANBENISH LT
94 WILLIAM DEVANE MG
99 JEFF BRYANT RT
12 ANDYHEADEN RE
45 JEFF DAVIS LB
82 DANTRIPLETT LB
29 HOLLISHALL LC
21 ANTHONY ROSE RC
26 TIMCHILDERS SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
ly Ihe same pioduct ol The Coca-Cola Company
BillySchroer FIELDJUDGE
Bill Davis BACK JUDGE
.Carl Herakovich
Dan Post







If you've been waiting for projection TV to deliver picture quality
worthy of its size, then RCA's Projection Color TV Model PFR100 is
for you. With a peak brightness seven times greater than a movie
theater screen, plus a comb filterfor sharpness and clarity, you get a
great movie-like image— even in a well lighted room. And with the
bright picture comes a wide viewing angle. So with RCA's Projection
Color TV in your home, just about any seat will be one of the best
seats in the house.
Now check these feature extras:
• 50" diagonal picture
• 3-lens precision optics
• Full-function infrared remote control
• 4-speaker, 2-channel sound
• Electronic tuning
• Compact, one-piece design
• Locking ball casters
RCilDealers:
Anderson, SO








J. C Pearman Company, Inc.
Honea Path, SC
White s Auto Stores
Pendleton, SC
C and D Appliance
Seneca, SC
Seneca Discount Furniture Company
Sorrell's Refrigeration & Electric Company
Walhalla, SC








Perteets T V. Sales and Service
Clarkesville, GA
Reeves' Hardware Company
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, GA
Beck Tractor and Appliance





Ray's Radio and Television


















Distributed by Southco Sales Corperat ion/Atlanta
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Wolfpack
NO. NAME POS HGT WGT CL
53 ABRAHAM, ROBERT
Myrtle Beach, SC. Myrtle Beacti HS
LB 6-1 225 Sr.
20 AUTEN,TODD
Winston-Salem, NC, R. J. Reynolds HS
K 6-0 164 Sr.
12 AVERY, TOL
Four Oaks, NC, South Johnston HS
QB 6-0 192 Jr.
85 BAKER, KEVIN
Chesapeake, VA, Oscar F. Smith HS
TE 6-2 224 Fr.
72 BLACKWELL, TODD
Reidsville, NC, Reidsville HS
DT 6-3 239 So.
30 BROWN, NAT
Hampton. VA, Kecaughtan HS
DB 6-0 194 Jr.
38 BUSH, FRANK
Athens, GA, Park Central HS
DE 6-1 187 Fr.
68 BUTLER, EARNEST
New Bern, NC, West Craven HS
G 6-2 253 Jr.
1 BYRD, JEFF
Fayetteville, NC, Terry Sanford HS
DB 5-7 160 Fr.
26 BYRD, JIMMY
Fayetteville, NC, Terry Sanford HS
DB 5-11 168 So.
92 CAHILL, BILL
Raritan, NJ. Bridgewater West HS
DT 6-8 272 Fr.
59 CORNELSON, MARTIN
Clinton, SC, Episcopal HS
C 6-1 211 Jr.
17 DAVIS, STANLEY
Fayetteville, NC, E. E. Smith HS
SE 6-1 175 So.
90 DELLAPORTA^ AL
Jacksonville, FL, Fletcher HS
MG 6-0 238 Sr.
55 DILLEY, LINDSAY
Valle Crucis, NC, Watauga HS
LB 6-2 193 Fr.
70 ECKERSON, TODD
Old Tappan, NJ, Northern Valley HS
T 6-4 275 Sr.
40 ETHERIDGE, RICKY
Powell's Point, NC. Currituck County HS
DE 6-2 223 Sr.
44 EVANS, VINCE
Fayetteville. NC, Pine Forest HS
TB 5-11 198 Fr.
77 FREEMAN, MARK
High Point, NC. T. W. Andrews HS
G 6-4 238 Sr.
80 FRIDAY, RUFUS
Gastonia. NC, Hunter Huss HS
TE 5-11 212 Jr.
11 GREENE, DWAYNE
Raleigh, NC, Broughton HS
TB 6-1 206 So.
78 GRUBE, RICH
Danielsville, PA. Northampton HS
T 6-6 278 Sr.
94 HAGER, MARKUS
Kings Mountain, NC, Kings Mountain HS
DE 6-2 205 Fr.
58 HARRIS, DARRYL
Charlotte. NC, North Mecklenburg HS
DE 6-0 204 So.
54 HENDEL, ANDY
Rochester, NY, Iron DeQuoit HS
LB 6-0 210 So.
49 HOGGARD, DEEDEE
Windsor, NC, Bertie HS
DB 6-0 188 Jr.
24 HONEYCUTT, HILLERY
Salemburg. NC, Lakewood HS
DB 5-11 195 Sr.
16 HOSHOR, JEFF
Baltimore, OH. Liberty Union HS
QB 6-2 192 So.
64 HOWARD, DOUG
Wayne, PA, Conestoga HS
DT 6-6 265 Jr.
31 ISOM, RICKEY
Harrisburg, PA, John Harris HS
FB 5-11 217 Fr.
4 JENKINS, KEN
Charleston, SC, St. Andrews HS
FL 5-11 165 Jr.
33 JOHNSON, VAUGHAN
Morehead City, NC, West Carteret HS
LB 6-2 221 So.
37 KEY. SAM
Asheboro, NC, AsheboroHS
LB 6-0 211 Jr.
75 KOEHNE, CHRIS
Cincinnati, OH, Elder HS
T 6-6 272 Sr.
10 LARAWAY, RON
Westlake, OH, Westlake HS
QB 6-1 187 Jr.
34 LAWSON, LARMOUNT
Virginin Beach, VA, First Colonial HS
TB 6-0 185 So.
21 LEGRANDE, DONNIE
Mf. Gilead, NC, Richmond HS
DB 5-8 177 Sr.
47 LONEY, KEN
Portsmouth. VA, Churchland HS
DB 5-9 173 Fr.
63 LONG, CHUCK
Roxboro. NC. Person HS
G 6-3 266 Jr.
87 LONGMIRE, BOBBY
Goldsboro, NC, Eastern Wayne HS
TE 6-3 220 Jr.
66 LUTE, DANN
Wayne, PA. Upper Merion HS
DE 6-2 224 Jr.
NO. NAME POS HGT WGT CL
39 MARKS, ANDRE
High Point. NC, Central HS
FB 5-11 200 Jr.
74 MATHEWS, GREG
Ravenna, OH, Ravenna HS
MG 6-2 239 So.
84 McDOUGAL, BERNARD
Roxboro, NC, Person HS
TE 6-1 206 Fr.
43 MclNTOSH, JOE
Lexington. NC, Science Hill HS
TB 5-11 181 Fr.
41 MEADOWS, LOUIE
Maysville. NC. White Oak HS
DB 5-10 189 Jr.
71 MILINICHIK, JOE
Macungie, PA, Emmaus HS
T 6-5 267 Fr.
42 MILLER, MIKE
Greensboro, NC. Walter Hines Page HS
TB 6-0 200 Fr.
57 NYCE, JEFF
Souderton, PA, Souderton HS
C 6-2 238 Jr.
93 OWENS, DENNIS
Clinton, NC, Clinton HS
DT 6-1 256 Sr.
32 PETERSON, JOHN
Goldsboro, NC, Goldsboro HS
FB 5-10 208 So.
61 PIUKDOSKI, PHIL
Rochester. NY. Massanutten Academy HS
T 6-1 246 So.
98 POWELL, WILLIAM
Shawboro. NC, Currituck HS
MG 6-2 230 Jr.
22 QUICK, MIKE
Hamlet, NC, Richmond HS
SE 6-2 186 Sr.
81 RICHARDS, A. V.
Henderson, NC, Andrew Vance HS
TE 6-4 237 Fr.
50 ROSS, PAUL
Henderson, NC, Andrew Vance HS
C 6-3 232 So.
76 SAULNIER, STEVE
Jersey City, NJ, Dickinson HS
G 6-1 241 So.
83 SHELTON, DAVID
Greensboro, NC, James B. Dudley HS
OT 6-1 226 Jr.
56 STEELE, GREG
Akron, OH. Firestone HS
DT 6-2 250 So.
46 SULLIVAN, DWIGHT
Durham, NC. Hillside HS
FB 5-10 209 Sr.
65 THOMPSON, CHRIS
Goldsboro, NC, Rosewood HS
DE 6-3 216 So.
2 WALL, RICKY
Raleigh, NC, Broughton HS
FL 5-9 168 Fr.
9 WARREN, CALVIN
Selma, NC, Smithfield-Selma HS
P 6-1 188 Sr.
8 WHITLEY, DEE FL 5-11 181 Jr.
Rocky Mount, NC, Rocky Mount HS
6 WILLIAMS, ERIC
Garner, NC. Garner HS
DB 6-0 Jr.
\A/M 1 IA^y1C DCDDV
Hamlet. NC. Richmond HS
Dd D-2 193 Jr.
36 WOODY, TIM
Durham, NC, Jordan HS
LB 6-1 217 Jr.
27 WRIGHT, MIKE DB 5-11 185 So.




Clemson football Saturday! It all starts with the Tiger Tailgate Sliow ... the
pre-game color, the arriving fans, the building excitement of a football
Saturday at Death Valley . . . hosted by Russ Cassell (second from left).
Then, as the super-charged fans watch the Tigers take to the gridiron,
Jim Phillips (kneeling) and Scott Shannon (right end) take to the air
to bring all the action to fans throughout the Carolinas, Georgia,
and beyond.
After the game, the Fiftti Quarter, hosted by Greg Anderson
(left end) and Joe Fletcher (second from right), features the
most comprehensive football scoreboard in the
Southeast, with direct reports from other games,
"replays" of the Clemson game, and
interviews with players and coaches.
It's a super Saturday of
football excitement!






Escape to where you long to be.
Here's the kind of engineering designed to take you miles
away fronn the midd le of the rood^ The 1982 Cava I ier Hatch-
back. A brand-new cor that owes its creation to innovation,
Not imitation.
Escape with the goods.
Reclining front seats, power brakes, side and rear window
defoggers and a remote hatch release (quite a remote
feature on ordinary hatchbacks] combine with 38 other
standard features to make the '82 Cavalier the most com-
plete new car we've ever introduced.
On the technical side, innovations in front-wheel drive,
aerodynamic design and operating efficiency help add
up to 43 Est. Hiahwav/f26] EPA Est. MPG,* And engine buffs
will be interested to know Cavalier's standard 1.8 Liter, 4-
cylinder engine actually delivers more horsepower per liter
than some highly regarded V8s.
Plan your escape now.
Your Chevy dealer can help put your escape plan in
motion, starting with a test drive. Get inside. Drive it around
the block. Then all that's left to do is to decide whether you
wont to buy or lease a new 1982 Cavalier, Whichever you
choose, one thing's for sure:
You won't hove any trouble at a I
freedom.
adjusting to your new
*Use estimated MPG for comparisons. Your mileage may differ depending on speed, distance, weather. Actual highway mileage lower,








50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Orange & White cap w/paw— $4.25
Tiger Hitting Gamecock Cap —
$4.25
Clemson Tigers Cap— $4.95
Sizes XS-Small-Large
Baseball Hard-hat — $3.95











Golf Shirt— Solid Orange — $16.95




50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
also youth sizes available
Tiger Rag Air Horn
Great for autos, trucks, jeeps, etc.
This one can be heard across town.
Operated by 12 volt battery —
$89.95
Large Line of infants and childrens
wear.
Golf Shirt— $17.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Ladies Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Send check, money order, Master
Charge or Visa number with Exp.
date to Clemson Location. Add 4%
sales tax.
POSTAGES. HANDLING
Add the appropriate charge for the
total amount of merchandise ordered:



















QUANTITY DESCRIBE ITEM l".'^^ l°.Jc\'
0"DER FORM
Make Check or money order payable to:
Clemson University Canteen Giftshop
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631
Please use street address for UPS
delivery.
Add 4% S C. Sales Tax to all
shipments plus $2.00 to cover
postage and handling. For




#1—Embroidered slick on Tiger
Paw. 2 per card $1,29
#2—Embroidered stick on Tiger, 2
per card $129
#3A—Adult T-Shirt, Navy or Orange
witti Tiger Paw Sizes S. M, L,
XL $5,29
#3B—Youth T-Shirt. Navy or Orange
with Tiger Paw Sizes S (6-8), M
(10-12), L(14-16) $4 79
#4—Decal Assortment $1 50
#5A—Adult T-Shirt, Orange or Navy
with multi-color CLEMSONS , Sizes
S,M,L. XL $5 79
#5B— Youth T-Shirt, Orange or
Navy with multi-color CLEMSONS
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12). L (14-16)
$5 29
#6—Clemson Ties. Navy or Orange,
with multi-Tlger Paws $8 50
#7—Tiger Paw Ear Rings $7 00
#8—Tiger Paw Stick Pin $5 00
#9—Tiger Paw Necklace . . $6 00
# 1 —Assortment of eight Tiger Paw
Decals. Sizes (4) IV. (2) 2^2". (1)
3V2 -,(1) 5V2" $198





length Orange night shirt with Tiger
emblem Sizes S, M, L,
XL $7,49
#14—PAW TAGS. White license
plate with Orange Paw $189
#15A—Adult three button placket
baseball style shirt, natural with
Orange sleeves Sizes S. M, L.
XL $7,98
#15B— Youth same as above
Sizes S (6-8). M (10-12). L (14-
16) $7 49
#16—Orange and White scarf
to match stocking cap listed
below $5 98
#17—CLEMSON Orange and White
stocking cap. One size fits
all $3 98
#18—Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in White/navy tnm or
Orange/white tnm Sizes XS (24-
26), S (28-30), M (32-34). L (36-38),
XL (40-42) $5,29
#19A—Adult Orange overalls with
paw emblem on pocket W 28. 29.
30. 32.34,36, L 34 $2198
#19B—Youth Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 8.
10,12.14.16.18.20 $16,98
#19C;—Child's Orange overalls with
Paw emblem on pocket Sizes 2.3,
4,5,6.7 $13 98
#20—Adult T-Shirt. Orange or Navy
with CLEMSON Sizes S. M. L.
XL $5,29
#21— Orange, White or Navy
Jersey Knit golf shirt Sizes S, M,
L, XL, 50% cotton, 50% poly
ester $14 98
#22—Adult cotton and polyester
gym shorts in Navy or Orange
Sizes XS (24-26), S (28-30),
M (32-34), L (36-38), XL (40-42)
$549
#23— Navy or White pullover
hooded sweat shirt. Sizes S. M, L.
XL $14 98
#24A—Orange or White golf or ten-
nis shirt with embroidered Tiger
Paw Sizes S, M. L, XL, 5000 cotton,
50% polyester , $12 98
#24B—Above item available in
XXL $1498
#24C—White Youth Golf or Tennis
shirt with embroidered Tiger Paw
Sizes S (6-8). M (10-12). L
(14-16) $10 98
#25— White with Orange trim
sweater shirt. 100% acrylic, SizeS,
M,L,XL $18 98
#26—Adult Orange or Navy knit gym
shorts Sizes XS (24-26). M (32-
34), 1(36-38), XL (40-42) $6 98
#27—Adult Orange zip up hooded
sweat shirt. Sizes S. M. L,
XL $15 98
#28A—Adult Navy unlined jacket.
Sizes S.M.L, XL $11,98
#288— Flannel lined jacket $17,98
#28C—Pile lined jacket $23 98
#28D—Youth Navy unlined jacket.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12). L (14-16)
$10,98
#29A—Adult Orange unlined jacket.
Sizes S,M,L, XL $11,98
#29B— Flannel lined jacket $17 98
#29C— Pile lined jacket $24 98
#29D— Youth Orange unlined
jacket. Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L
(14-16) $1098
#30A—Adult Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $10,98
#308—Youth Orange or Navy Tiger
Paw sweat shirt. Sizes XS (2-4), S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) $8,98
#31—Orange and White super
strlpegolf cap. adjustable One size
fits all $5.79
#32—Clemson Pennants with Paw
or Tiger, 6x15 $2 49
9x 24 $3 49
12x30 $4 98
#33—Orange Pillow with White
Tiger Paw, 14x 14 $6.98
















Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WPDE-TV • WRDW-TV • WOLO-TV







Stadium (cap.): Carter-Finley (46,500)
















































































During the summer most people
head for the beaches and backyard
pools to cool off from the summer
heat, but not so for Clemson's
All-America basketball player,
Barbara Kennedy. Kennedy spent
one month playing basketball in the
Jones Cup Intercontinental Tourna-
ment held in Taipei, Taiwan this past
summer. Among the participants
from other countries were: West
Germany, Canada, Korea, Great
Britain, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
New Zealand, the Netherlands, the
Philippines, Singapore, Sweden,
Thailand, and two teams from the
Republic of China (Taiwan).
Like many other Clemson Uni-
versity students, Barbara was
attending summer school, until she
received a phone call from the Uni-
versity of Southern California head
women's coach, Linda Sharp, ask-
ing her if she would like to partici-
pate in the tournament. Excited by
the prospect of traveling abroad
while engaging in her favorite pas-
time, she quickly made arrange-
ments to finish her work before she
left for training camp at Southern
Cal on June 19.
During the week of training camp
Coach Sharp practiced the girls five
hours a day, three one-hour sessions
in the mornings then another two-
hour session in the evenings. But,
competition wasstiff as a talent-rich
group comprised the team and the
practices were invaluable. "We kept
a fast pace while in Los Angeles,"
Barbara stated. "It was the most
running I've ever done in my life, but
it was not all workand no play. While
there we visited Disneyland, Beverly
Hills, and Universal Studios."
Finally the big day came when the
hard working crew left for Taiwan.
After being met at the Taipei Airport
on July 1, the US team was taken to
their hotel, the Mandarin, the sec-
ond largest hotel in the city.
The following day practice re-
sumed in an unairconditioned gym-
nasium. Two-a-day workouts were
held for 1 V2-2 ¥2 hours. Barbara,
captain for the US team, stated,
"Practice remained intense with
everyone still vying for a starting
position."
On July 2, a banquet was held in
honor of all the participants of the
tournament. "It was an excellent
opportunity for our American repre-
sentatives to experience the cus-
toms of a foreign country," said
Barbara. "Our banquet meal in itself
was an experience," Barbara contin-
ued. "They served us fish and the
head was still on it, the tail and
even the eyeballs." Needless to say,
Barbara and her teammates went
hungry that night. (During the re-
mainder of her trip, Barbara's
staples consisted of shrimp, fried-
rice and banana splits.)
But, basketball iswhat drewthese
12 women to Taiwan, and they put
on an excellent show, losing by only
four points to the Korean team, the
Jones Cup defending champions.
Kennedy, the leading scorer for
the team with a 19 ppg. average, was
very impressed with the Taiwanese
fans. "I wish women's basketball in
the US got the same attention and
respect as it does in Taiwan," she
added. (The stands were filled to
capacity with the 10,000 fans for
each game.) "In the finals which
pitted the United States against the
Koreans, the crowd overflowed into
the aisles," she continued. "Now
that was a sight to see!"
In addition to seeing new sights,
the down-home Georgia girl also had
to adjust her basketball playing to
accomodate the international rules.
"International rules keep the ball in
constant motion with the referee
very rarely touching the ball. The
game itself is much faster and more
competitive. And, it was very easy to
catch your opponent loafing. The
international rules allow for a much
more physical and rough game
and I liked that," said Clemson's
Ail-American.
As a whole, the US team pos-
sessed youth and quickness. Pitted
against teams that had far more
experience and height, the Ameri-
can team played tough and came
home with a silver medal.
And Clemson's Barbara Kennedy
even managed to turn a few heads in
leading the team to the Silver medal.
In an article by Nang Shi that ap-
peared in Olympus, a Taiwan maga-
zine, Chinese Coach C. H. Chang
praised the power forward. As
translated by Dr. Tah-teh Yang of
Clemson University, Chang said,
"Barbara made good use of her
height and leaping ability. She also
used her turn-around jump shot to
be a prolific scorer for the US team."
For Barbara Kennedy then, this
trip was a rewarding experience. Not
only did she make friends from all
over the world and broaden her
cultural horizons, but she also was
able to pick up a few basketball tips,
along the way. Ching Sui, a member
of the Korean team, helped Barbara
on developing a hook shot. So, if
Barbara Kennedy dons a kimono or
bows to an opponent at half-court
this season, don't be surprised!
Clemson^s Globetrotter
Ifyou thinkyou cotild pick yotirbeer
withyotireyes closed, here'syour chance.
Up for some real sport?
Probably only one in three
beer drinkers can pass this
test.
Still game? Then grab
a Schlitz and two other
premium beers. (Make sure
one is your favorite.)
Close your eyes, and
have a friend pour each
beer into separate cups.
Now taste each one and tell




regular, don't be sur-
prised.A lot of beer
drinkers do.
A few years ago a master
brewer named Frank Sellinger
came to Schlitz. He
came to be president
and to make the
smoothest beer yet.
One taste will tell you,
this is it!










T, C. Atkinson, Jr., Director
Ctiarlie W Bussey, Director
W G. DesCtiamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Poole, Jr., Director
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BILL MCLELLAN
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — JOSEPH J TURNER, JR.




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT 1
Jim Patterson, Director — District I
P O Box 589
Clemson, S C 29631
Abbeville County
Ptiillip H Rosenberg. Chairman"
William H Baxley III
V Wendel Boggs*
Ctiarles 8 Murphy
Don Southard, Jr '
M Earle Williamson
Anderson County
S T King, Chairman
Randall Bell*





J Tom Forrester. Jr *
Drs Hentz & Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
C Patnck Killen




P. C Osteen, Jr.
Robert G Sharpe
Greenwood County




















































IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Pulman, Director — District II
15 Quail Hill Drive





John M Hamrick, Chairman"
W Ronald Barrett
"






K M Watson. Chairman
"
Bill Barbary"
Waller Glenn Brackin. Jr
Joseph Bailey Bnght
'
Miles E Bruce •











Joel W Gray III
Charles D Hunt





Floyd S Long •
Terry L Long •
Seabrook L Marchant





I N Patterson, Jr •




E Richard Taylor. Jr




J R Adair, Chairman
T Heath Copeland
Henry M Fans. Sr
Charles Jeter Glenn
Gray Hipp, Jr





W M Manning, Chairman
•
T R Adams. Jr
James G Bagnal III
Andy N Beiers
John L Brady. Sr
A B Bullington, Jr
William M Cooper
'








Robert T Haselden, Jr










Harold E Blackwell, Chairman
H S Harns. Jr
"
B E Kirby. Jr
Thomas E Mack
Dr J H Timmerman "
Director District III
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr J H Timmerman, Director — District Hi
1 513 Morninghill Dr
Columbia, S C 29210
Aiken County







Eugene H Kneece, Jr
John G Molony
Alan M Tewkesbury III
Charlie W Timmerman




H O Weeks. Sr •
Edgefield County
E O Dukes. Jr , Chairman •
Joe F Anderson. Jr
J W Gilliam, Jr
Henry M Herlong, Jr
Joe Ben Herlong








William B Clinton. Jr
James A Complon
Ernest Jamerson Corley. Jr.
H Ralph Corley, Sr











Earle J Bedenbaugh, Chairman "











David Waldrop. Jr •
Richland County





William T Clawson III
Ralph Cooper'













Jeffrey A O Cain
Robert A Richardson
Crawford E Sanders 111'
A Lee Scheider, Jr
Davis O Smith *
JohnB Smith, Jr
Keith H Waters
E Ralph Wessinger. Sr
Saluda County











Bill M Reaves '
Director, District IV
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves, Director - District IV
515 Richardson Circle, E
Hartsville, S C 29550
Chester County














Dan L Tillman, Jr.
Patrick K White
Ray L, Wilson, Jr.
Darlington County
William P Kennedy, Chairman
Hubert C Baker"
T James Bell, Jr
J W Carter
Marion D Hawking, Jr
William B McCown III
Harry M McDonald







Harold R Jones •
Kershaw County




T F McNamara, Jr
Lancaster County






Manon D. Lever, Jr
Joe H Lynn'




















Roy W. Campfield. Jr •
O. T. Gulp




James W Hancock. Jr. *
William F Harper
Alford Haselden
W T Jenkins. Jr *
F D Johnson*
James H Owen. Jr
J C Rhea, Jr
Ben R. Smith, Jr
*




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
J Ryan White, Director — District V
P O Box 487
Walterboro, S C 29488
Allendale County







Howard G Dickinson, Jr , Chairman
H M Anderson*
Grover C Kennedy, Jr
Jimmy L Tarrance
Berkeley County
W H Thornley, Chairman *
Lawrence C fi/lcMillan
Beaufort County
J Harry Tarrance, Chairman*
George J F Bullwinkel, Jr *
Henry C Chambers





William H Bull, Chairman*
Martin C Cheatham
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr.
Charleston County
Van Noy Thornhill, Chairman'
John Q Adams III *
Archie E Baker













Walter A Renken, Jr*
A B Schirmer, Jr
J R Stout
Colleton County
JackW Carter, Sr , Chairman*
William T Howell
Manon W Sams, Jr
J Ryan White III*
Dorchester County







William F Speights. Chairman*
Jerry F Crews, Jr
David B Gohagan
Winston A Lawton
William S Ware. Sr,
Jasper County
Dale Ferguson III, Chairman
Orangeburg County
William B Bookhart, Jr , Chairman*
W C Higginbolham *
J M Russell, Jr
Jack G Vallentine *
Jack G Vallentine III
James C Williams, Jr
Russell 8 Wolfe II
W T Fort Jr
Director, District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
W T Fort Jr , Director — District VI
26 Adams Street
Sumter S C 29150
Clarendon County
Theodore B Gardner, Chairman
Julius R Eadon, Jr






W G Lynn, Chairman*
Charies F Carmichael*
Billy Daniel*
L B Hardaway, Jr
'






Rufus M Brown, Chairman*
Mrs Rufus Brown
Thomas D Birchmore
Clyde S Bryce, Jr
Marvin Cockfield
L M Coleman, Jr
William L Coleman*
Frank A, Douglass, Jr













Glenn A Cox, Chairman
*
Joe Thomas Branyon , Jr
Samuel M Harper
H Edsel Hemingway, Jr
*
A H Lachicotle, Jr.
Joe Young
Horry County
R G Horton. Chairman'
















Wyman L Morris, Chairman *
T O Bowen, Jr




John J Snow, Chairman
W. C Cottingham*
W, H Cox
Fred P Guerry, Jr
James M Kennedy

























Edgar L Miller, Jr
Tom R Morns, Jr
W D Moss,Jr
Walter M Nash III
Thomas G Roche, Jr,
















John L Murray. Jr
Thomas E Peterson
Edwin S Presnell
A U Priestet. Jr
Mickey E Reeves
W B Shedd
Joseph W Turner. Jr
Eugene P Willimon, Jr
DISTRICT IX
Other States and At-Large:
Nick P Anagnosi — S C*
Emerson E Andrishok — N J
George U Bennett — Tenn.
Carl F Bessent — Md
T C Breazeale, Jr — Tenn,
Robert T Cathey — Tex •
Robert P Corker — Tenn
Frank J Cox — Ala
Wm K Durham — Germany
Mark G Fellers — Tenn
James C Furman — Tenn
Walter L Garvin — Tenn
AlvinJ Hurt, Jr — Ohio
F H Inabnit, Jr — Fla
Ed Jackson — Colo
John Osteon — Tenn
Philip H Prince — N Y
J V Roberts — Ala
Ben K Sharp — Tenn
JohnC Sharpe — Tenn
Harry W Smith — Tenn *
Millie D Williams — Ala
William L Wylie — Mich
Leon R Young — Fla
• Denotes Award Winners
Special Recognition
»2,000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members and Honorary Life Members
Mark S. Avent
Bennettsville, SC






Dr. B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC




Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #1
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville, SC
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson, SC




Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Greenville, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC
A. D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
T. C. Atkinson III & Friend
Marion, SC
T. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC




Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Spartanburg, SC
Bankers Trust of SC
Greenwood, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight, Jr.
Greenville, SC




Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA










In Memory of Jack R. Miller
by Philip & Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC
Mr. &Mrs. Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, TX
Robert H. Bell, Jr.
Graniteville, SC










In Memory of Ralph M & Herbert







Mr. & Mrs. RayO. Carter
Chapin, SC















William T. Davidson, Jr.
Henrietta, NC
Premier Investment Co., Inc.
Alonzo M. Debruhl
Greer, SC










First Federal Savings & Loan #1
Assn. of Greenville
H. Ray Davis, Pres.
Greenville, SC
First Federal Savings & Loan #2
Assn. of Greenville
H. Ray Davis, Pres.
Greenville, SC






































Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC




Francis A. Jeffries, Sr. Memorial
Columbia, SC




















Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Linder, Jr.
Irmo, SC
In Memory of Elbert L. Bailes
West Union, SC







James P. McKeown III
Columbia, SC
Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, SC











Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Mudge
Myrtle Beach, SC
Dr. M.B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
Emory G. Orahood, Jr.
Atlanta, GA
In Memory of V.K. Hines
Florence, SC
A Friend of Clemson
Greenville, SC
Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Gaffney, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. George G. Poole, Jr.
Mullins, SC















Southern Bank & Trust Co.
Greenville, SC














Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX








J. F. Wyman, Jr.
Estill, SC
M ,000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members
R. W. Bond Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, S C.






William H. Baxleylll, DMD
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C. Dupre
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. James B Jones, Jr.
Abbeville, SC




Don & Wayne Southard/Eddy







F. A. Townsend &
































First National Bank of SC
Anderson & Clemson Office
Anderson, SC


















James A. Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC














Dr. J. Clayton Richardson &











Dr. F. Marion Dwight
Bamberg, SC
BARNWELL
Allison & Patsy Grimes
Elko, SC











Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Moncks Corner, SC
John H. Swicord, MD
Moncks Corner, SC
M. W. Umphlett Memorial
by Clyde D.& Calhoun W.
Umphlett
Moncks Corner, SC












Van Noy, Tommy & Ned
Thornhill
Charleston, SC










William A, Grant, President
Tri-County Concrete Corp.
Hanahan, SC
Dr. & Mrs. J. R. Stout
Hanahan, SC
Phil & Mary Bradley
Johns Island, SC
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
,
E. M. Seabrook III &
Lewis E. Seabrook
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Drs. J. 0. &K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M.
Shuler, Jr.
North Charleston, SC














Rusty Poole & David P. Riggins
Gaffney, SC
CHESTER





















R. B. Pond Const. Co, Inc.
William M. Boyce
Darlington, SO








Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsville, SC
Auburndale Plantation/
Frank M. Flowers & Sons
Hartsville, SC




In Honor of Mr. & Mrs.
W. P. (Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville, SC
DILLON
Charles F. Carmichael &
Savings Inc.
Dillon, SC
Albert J. & T Neal Rogers
Fork, SC












Joe F. Anderson, Sr.
Edgefield, SC
The Doug Curtis Family
Johnston, SC




































Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC

































Mr. & Mrs, Frank B. Barnett
Greenville, SC
AARO Rents, Inc.
L. L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC








Leroy Cannon Motors #2
Greenville, SC







































Francis K. (Frank) Hinnant
Greenville, SC










Industrial House keeping, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Intex Products, Inc. #1
Greenville, SC




Dr. J. Don Kelley
Greenville, SC






Lawton Lumber Co. , Inc.
Greenville, SC
J. 0. Leonard, Jr.
Greenville, SC












































Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC
J. E. SirrineCo. #1
Greenville, SC
J. E. SirrineCo. #2
Greenville, SC
















































Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc.
Piedmont, SC









Mrs. Donald R. Doss
Simpsonville, SC









Bill & Marian Barbary
Taylors, SC
Earle W. Sargent Memorial















Jack & Jean Burch
Greenwood, SC












South Atlantic Constrs., Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #1
Greenwood, SC
A. M. Tuck, Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC



































John P. "Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach, SC









W. A Green. D. A. Kline &
B. H. Baum
Camden, SC
Tommie W. James. Jr.
Camden, SC









Mr. & Mrs. Bobby English
Lancaster, SC
James F. Outlaw, Jr.
Lancaster. SC
Mr. & Mrs. L. S. Stewman &
Mr. & Mrs. Duane Johnson
Lancaster, SC
LAURENS










Vaughn E. Bullard, DDS
Laurens, SC




Palmetto Spinning Corp. #1
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Corp. #2
Laurens, SC
LEE









Mr. & Mrs. Albert R. Shealy
Chapin, SC









C. J. Carter T. E. Garrison









Benjamin F. Whaley, Jr.
West Columbia, SC




Dr. E. E. Nissen
Gresham, SC




Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr.
Marion, SC
Eskridge & Long Const. Corp.
Marion, SC






Mrs. Clarence W. Senn &





Walter E. Dixon, Jr. &
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Seneca, SC
Mr, & Mrs. Kevin J. Hughes
Seneca, SC





Fletcher Riley, Jr. &
Wayne Stuckie
Cope, SC
Dr. Harry B. Arant. Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
E. R. Bair, Jr.'Robert H. Hutto
Orangeburg, SC























Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC




















Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Clemson, SC
Mrs. K. L. Moore
Clemson. SC









Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Clemson, SC






Word Processing, Inc. &
Software Solutions. Inc.
Clemson, SC















Easley Ob-Gyn Associates. PA
Easley, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Benjamin
Liberty. SC
Paul E. Bowie, Jr. Memorial
Liberty, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty. SC


























Charles Edward Corleylll, MD
Columbia, SC




ShelbyJ. De Borde, Jr.
Columbia, SC
ShelbyJ. De Borde, Sr.
Columbia, SC













T. E. Grimes, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Bret J. HarrisThomas C.
Brown John M.
Hoefer Thomas K. Wilson
Columbia. SC
Robt. D. Hendrix Const. Co.,
Inc.
Columbia, SC
Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC









Budweiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC





















Mrs, Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Philip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins. SC
SALUDA







Mr, & Mrs, Gary A. Johnson &

















A. B. Bullington, Jr.
Roebuck. SC






























Puritan Ind. Maintenance Corp,
Spartanburg, SC
Life Members
Mrs Frances G Boatwright
James H (Jay) Gully





Dr & Mrs John L Guy
C L Huggins




Mr and Mrs Eddie W Seigler III




H C Coward S. Son
Mr S Mrs Steve C Ergle


























J, T, James, Jr, &
Jasper T, James III
Sumter, SC
Plowden Const, Co,, Inc,
Sumter, SC
WILLIAMSBURG
F, E. Huggins, Jr, &









Mr, & Mrs James K Gregory
Elbert Hines Hamilton
Johns & Charles R , Jr Hatcher
H Earle Holley, Jr
Joseph K Kneece
Eugene H Kneece, Jr.
Richard L Meyer
John G Molony & William W Molony
A H Peters, Jr
Rees Electric Co , Inc
J E Stewart BIdrs, Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury III
Dr Charlie W Timmerman
James L Walpole
Dr W G Watson
H Odell Weeks, Jr

















Mr. & Mrs. Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte, NC










Thomas W. Glenn III
Charlotte, NC
Mr. & Mrs, W. M, Lineberger. Jr.
Charlotte, NC











W. A. Wood & Associates
Charlotte, NC














Dr Robert B Belk
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black





Jesse A Cobb, Jr
Howard M Corbett & Carlyle Poole






Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox
Aaron & Mike Gambrell
Robert I Geisel
Dr M Ray Gillespie
Mr «. Mrs William H Gilmer
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs, Phil C Greeson










Mr. & Mrs. R. S. McCants III
Greenville, NC
Grover Industries, Inc. #1
Grover, NC










D. R. ParentT. J. Paxson
Raleigh, NC
James G. McCants, Jr.
Rockingham, NC













H, Thornton Smith, Jr.
Atlanta, GA










Dr Charles W Hinnant
Gary L Holcombe
John Brown Hooper
John D , Jr Hagnew Hopkins
Home Enterprises
Independent Publishing Co




Mrs C H Lomas






Mr & Mrs Carl McClain
J H. McDaniel
J Norman Phillips
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co
C Randolph McClure, Sr Memorial
Pizza Inn Assoc
Mr &Mrs Norman W Powell
James E Reid
J B Rhinehardt, Jr
Dr Donald C Roberts &
Or Joseph C Yarbrough. Jr
Grady Sanders
Mr & Mrs Dennis B, Simmons




Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Ronnie A Smith
Mr & Mrs, Tony Smith
The Unknown Tiger
Tifton, GA





























Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, TN










South General Const Co , Inc,
ArnieC Spencer
Walter Price Spires
Pete I & Jim Stathakis




Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
J D Thrasher, Inc,
In Memory of Marion Washington
Class of '44







Mr S Mrs Norman Kirkland S

































Clemson's Most Supportive Local Club
Salutes The Tigers
Club President Ralph King presents a check to IPTAY Executive Secretary Joe Turner. Funds provided by the
Annual IPTAY Golf Tournament sponsored by the Anderson IPTAY Club are presented to support Clemson
Athletics. Left to nght: S. T. King - IPTAY Chairman. Anderson County: Allison Dalton - Sports Promotion
Director. Clemson University; Joe Turner - Executive Secretary. IPTAY; Bob Hill - Secretary - Treasurer,




Dr, Peter E Myers IV
Denny W Orvin, Jr
David D Pagejr




C. F Evans & Co
F Simons Hane, MD
S H Houck
L C Kissam III
James M Moss III & Son
Jim Poosei
CHARLESTON
John Q Adams, Jr & John Q Adams III
Ashley River Animal Hospital





F Gregorie & Son
Al Hitchcock
William C Kennerty




David M Murray. Jr
Aaron A Netlles. Jr
Henry J Rast, Jr
Rogers & Qionn Custom Brokers. Inc
S V Sottile Memorial





A Y Willard. Jr
Tom B Young
CHEROKEE
Dr W Ronald Barrett
James Vincent Caggiano
Dr J M Carroll
Lav^rence E Childers
Gary E Clary
Mr & Mrs Joe Baxter Clary
Greg S Farish
John M Hamrick, Jr
Mr & Mrs W Joe McArthur
James G Ness
Cherokee Co,
Mr & Mrs Sam L Taylor
CHESTER
Thomas E Baker
Carolyn & Chuck Bell
Mr S Mrs Floyd P Broome
Ronald N Caldwell
WilhsCrain
Terry & Sandra Darby
George R Fleming
Mr & Mrs S Wayne Goodyear







John N & Mary Ann Pressley
J B Pressley, Jr
Halsted M Stone, MD
W T Wrenn
CHESTERFIELD
James C Crawford, Jr
James P & Mary A Fields
CLARENDON
Dr Clarence E Coker, Jr
A Friend




Larry Berry Dr Sam Hazel
William E & E R Southard
DARLINGTON
Hubert C Baker, DDS
RickL Beasley
Dawkins Concrete Products. Inc
A Family of Tigers Supporters
Jeffreys Huggins
Dr Wm P Kennedy










H Downs Byrd. )r
Earl R Dupriest. Jr,
HairyL Hill








Mr & Mrs J W Gilliam. Jr,
Jack A Hamilton
Mr, & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L, Kaltz
Mr, S Mrs G Milton Saggus, Jr
Catherine S, Walsh








W Wl Estes, Jr
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
Warren R Herndon, Sr,
John J Hood, Jr
JoeD Jolly
Thomas J Mann
Pigeon Granite Co — J P Brooks
John C Renwick, Jr
Frances & William H Wylie
FLORENCE
Mr & Mrs Watson T Barbrey
G Wilson Bryce Memorial —
Bryce Mechanical Contr , Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Lane Craven & Malcolm H Craven
Frank A Douglass, Jr
Clyde S Bryce, Jr —
PE Engineering Consultants
"
Wilder & Christine Funk
Godbold Daughtry
Shealy Dental Clinic—
Dr Robert G Jamison
Mr & Mrs William H Johnson
Boyd S Carolyn Derrick
Bill & Anne Kea
Troy H Lamb Farms
John E Lunn
Gordon Keith McLeod
S A Rodgers, Jr
L Dean Weaver Const Co , Inc




Mr &Mrs Charles W Cagle
H E Hemingway
Michael D Morris
Tiller Construction Co , Inc
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc
Mr & Mrs Joe E Young
GREENVILLE
Allstate Food Broker, Inc
American Equipment Co , Inc
James Andrew Aston
J E Austin, Jr
Mr &Mrs Harry G Batson
















Carolina Sprinkler Co , Inc
Carolyn Warehouses, Inc








Commercial Air Cond Service
John Herbert Conrad
Contractors Service & Rentals




Daddy Rabbit, Butch & Masso
Custom Electric Co
Daniel International Engineering
Mrs Billy W, Davis
Davis Electrical Constructors




Charles B Duncan, Jr
Joseph H Durham. Jr
Wayne Edens






Fab-Tech, Inc — William J Keith
Raleigh J Farr
Fashion First, Inc
Finley O'Connor & Co
First National Lease Corp
Foothills Delta P , Inc




M L Garrett Construction Co












Dr Floyd F Griffin. Jr
Edward D Guy. Jr
Paul F Haigler, Jr
Mr & Mrs William R Harling
Mr, & Mrs William F Harnesberg
Michael & Andrea
Caldwell Harper







) Michael & Susan Hill
ClayS & Patty Aldebol
Hitea Chemical, Inc
Mr & Mrs, Harold L Hix
Bobby Hudson
Parker Humphreys
A Greenville Clemson Family
Ms Margaret Huskey
Lloyd Hutchins
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Industrial Scrap, Inc
Joe A Ivester




Mr & Mrs Lamar Kennedy
Mr &Mrs David K King
James W Knox, Jr
B Russell Langley, Jr
W L Brigham, Jr
Julian M Langston, Jr
Lee s Textile Consultant
Cecil Glenn Lester, Jr
Mr & Mrs L G Lewis, Jr,
V, B Lippard, Jr
Bud & Sandy Long
Joseph R Lovin
Henry Lucius III
J Harold Mack— Architect
SeabrookL Marchant
W C Masters
Bob Maxwell Builders, Inc,




L G , Jr & L G , Sr McCraw
Dr James P McNamara
Carl & Rachel Merritt
Buck Mickel
Grady Miller s Honda
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co
Morton S Morton
William J Neely, Jr




Orders Tile & Dist Co , Inc,
W Cody Owens
John F Palmer &
MelvinW Bashor
Palmetto Loom Reed Co,
Russell Hunter Park
1 N Patterson, Jr
L R "Choppy" Patterson
Mr & Mrs Andrew H Pioth
George M Plyler
David C Poole
Port Brokerage Co . Inc
Proformance Systems. Inc
Mr & Mrs L M Ragsdale
Don Reed & Associates




Ryder Truck Rental Co . Inc
Earl & Carolyn Sammons
Randolph Satterfield







Simmons Machinery Co , Inc,
W B Simmons & Co
Mr SMrs Allen D Smith &
Mr & Mrs Al D Droege
H W Smiths H W Smith, Jr
South Carolina Box, Inc
Spartan Express, Inc
Mrs Fran Stewart
William R Stoddard, Jr , MO
Wherry Stover
William W Stover, Jr
Richard P Strawhorn




Suitt Construction Co , Inc,




J P Thompson, Jr
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co , Inc
Mr & Mrs Michael F Toner
Dr William E Tucker
Tungsten Industries, Inc
Jim and Jackie Vaughn
R H Walker
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Mr &Mrs David E Watson
Mr 8, Mrs Richard L Watson
Richard L Watson








J H (Jim) Williams
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc
Willson & Linda





Dr F E Abell. Jr





William E &D E Burnett
Ronald L Carlay
Ronald L Carlay # 2
James Alexander Cooper
Mr 4. Mrs John R Davis
G&PTruckmgCo , Inc
















J Herbert Powell, Jr
Mr & Mrs Benjamin E Smith
George F Smith, Jr
Richard & Dan Suggs




Mr &Mrs W H Mauldin
PeteG Ml ley




R Paul Benik, Jr
In Memory of E M Bost
F L, Bradham
Robert C Crenshaw






Earl O'Neil McCoy, Jr
Paul Patrick
H E Pearce, Jr
Timbes Wilund Usry Architects
KERSHAW
Kenneth W Carson, DDS




James A & Al Adams
R H Collins
Frank & Ann Ferguson
Dr John R Howell, Jr
Oscar S Porter 111
Riverside Grocery

















Don R McDaniel. Sr
LEXINGTON
Mr 8, Mrs H L Allen. Jr
Billy Amick







William Q Elliott. Jr




Mr &Mrs Earle Kyzer—Steve & Robin
Lexington State Bank
Dallas E Mams
Dr Richard L McDaniel
Charles H Risinger
Mr & Mrs Clinton W Sease
Heyward D Shealy
James H Shirer. Jr
Charles M Stuck









G R McLellan Sinclair
MCCORMICK
Bowen Pulpwood Co . Inc











David C Waldrop. Jr





Dr & Mrs Stuart Clarkson, Jr S
Dr & Mrs Larry S Bowman
Mr SMrs Louis R Elliott
Frady's Service, Inc
Hams Marine & R V , Inc
Or Wm S Holliday
Di FrankA Hoshall, Jr
In Memory of Gerald E Brown, Jr
K-Mac Service. Inc
Deryl C KeeseS Wm C Keese
John N Landreth. Sr
Dr Harry B Mays
Clyde A McCall
Mr & Mrs J Whit Miller
Mr & Mrs Edd Mize
Northwest Properties, Inc
Oconee Anesthesia Services, PA
Samaha. Inc





Custom Carpet Service^ Iec»
(formerly Certified Carpet Service, Inc.)
Call on Greenville^s Oldest
and Most Experienced Carpet Service
Carpet & tile sales
Industrial maintenance
Carpet installation
Binding & fringing area rugs
Carpet & upholstery cleaning
Jim McAhee & Staff
invite you to visit
their new showroom & workroom
Kings Rd. Industrial Park 277-0470
Off Old Mauldin Rd. 277-2519
73
ORANGEBURG
George L Binnicker, Jr
Wm B Bookhart, Jr & Sons
Mrs Starr C Busbee
W A Cartwright, Jr
Jerome B Degen, MO
H D Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co , Inc —
LeIanrJM Bradsfiaw
Mr & Mrs G Martm Gilctirist
Gray & Gray Farms
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
W C Higginbotham, Jr
E Hudson, Jr
Alan McC Jotinstone
Or Drayton L Nance, Jr
Dr & Mrs William O'Quinn
Mr & Mrs D C Ostertioudt
Julian A Ott
J M Russell, Jr




Lewis W Way, Jr
James C Williams, Jr
PICKENS
C S Boland, DDS
J L Brady
Mr & Mrs Neil E Byeriey
Central Concrete & Plaster, inc
E E Clayton
NatW Cloer
F & R Construction Company
Malcolm E Corbett
Redmond Coyle & Nicholas Fletcher I
Mr S Mrs Roy S Dalton
Tony & Allen Day
Ernest Defore
RoyM Dill, Jr
Dr 8. Mrs William P Dubose III
Duckett Funeral Home
Dr S Mrs Billy L Edge
Col & Mrs Marvin C Ellison
Luther J Fields
Patrick Foster









James A Holcombe, Jr
Jimmy R Holliday
Coach Frank J Howard
Thomas M Hunter
Imagine, Inc
Mr & Mrs Eugene S Irwin
Bruce Lowell Kalley
R Frank Kolb II
JohnW Laine
Johnny L Lee
Mr 8. Mrs Sammy D Little
Hershel M S Barn/ H Maddox
C V Marchbanks, Jr
J Leland Martin
Mr S Mrs L Paul Miller
George B (Bud)Nailey, Jr
Lamar Owens
William C Peek







Dr B R Skelton
G Neil Smith
Mr S Mrs Mark S Stokes
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Robert A Watson
Henry Yonce & Charles Yonce
Larry E & Judy H. Yonce
RICHLAND
B P Barber & Associates, Inc
Mr 8, Mrs J M Bell
Frank M Boggs





Continental Forest Industries— J R Lally
Billy E Crumpton
Ralph B Cureton, Jr
Donald R Davis
Judge Michael R Davis
Terns L Filer
James W Engram
Thomas J Ethredge III
First National Bank of SC #2
First National Bank of SC
John Fowler
William N Geiger, Jr
Giant Portland Cement Co
Mr 8. Mrs Robert L Grigsby
Dentsville Gulf Service
James T Hane, Jr
W L Harrington, Jr
H M Hodges, Jr Memorial
David G Jeter
Harry J Johnson
W A Johnson, MD
A Carrol tosey
Dr B PaulKellett
Mr 8. Mrs J J Kirby, Jr
George G Matthews, Jr
George G Matthews, Sr
McCrory Construction Co
David 8, Ruth McLellan
Timothy P McLellan & Billy Fellers
W. L Monts, Sr
J G Murphree
Or John W Pitner
Seaman Electric Supply. Inc
George Z Siokos
Frank W Smith
L W Smith, Jr Trust
Lawrence Steedly David Gardner/
Oscar L Derrick
Mr 8. Mrs H T Thompson, Jr.
8. H T Thompson III
William B Wells




Frances S 4 John W Hare
Mr &Mrs J William Jay
D T Wannamaker III
SPARTANBURG
Acme Distr of Spbg, Inc
I R Adams, Jr





Mr 8. Mrs Louie W Blanton
Sue Boone
Kenneth W Brown
Harry F & Sharon Byers
Johns Caldwell
Melford W Carter
Chapman Grading 8. Concrete
P B Chappell
Pimco Chemical 8. Supply Co
Timothy M Drake
R A, Earnhardt
Mr & Mrs Harley W Easier
Lawrence Goldstein
Mike Greene—Spartan Insulating
Max & Rita Gregory
Hallmark Cafeterias
Joe A Harris, Inc.
J Leslie Heaton, Jr
Helms Masonry, Inc #2
Dr 8, Mrs C Hull
Cecil's, Incorporated
Industrial BIdg Maint
InsulfabPlastics, Inc — W C.Moore
Helen D Johnson & Mary A Owens




Mr &Mrs W Charles O'Cain
Arthur W O Shields
Palmetto Motor Lines. Inc
Maxcy B Patterson
Pettit Const Co , Inc #1
Andrew (Jack) Petty
Piedmont Mechanical
Packaging & Specy Papers, Inc
Douglas L Pridgeon
Tom & Judy Purcell
Jerome E Randall
E Lea Salter
A W Shoolbred, Jr
Frank W Sistare
Spartan Food Systems, Inc,
Spartan Security, Inc
Spartan Tire Exchange
JackM Steinberg Clu 8,
Or Harold R Rubel
Sulzer Bros. Inc
Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
James R Thomason






Charlie R Boyle, Jr
John J Britton, Jr
E, M Dubose
A Friend of Clem son




The National Bank of SC
John A Riley, David Strange &
Ricky Weather sbee
Dr, John W Shaw
Joe Sublette
D Leslie Tindal
R. L Wilder, Jr
UNION
Thomas E Mack, Jr
W Reece O Dell
Wayne Vaughn
WILLIAMSBURG







David M Dr Lewis W Bartles






Mr. 8. Mrs Jeffery T Haire




Mountain View Industries, Inc
E E Herlong, Jr
Lewis W Hicks
Melvin L Kelly, Jr
W Bennett Kirkpatrick
Claud H 8. Calvin B Morrow
Dr Floyd L Parrish
J M Peek
Bruce A Pullen
William R Pursley, Jr
Jackson McCarter Quinn
Ben R Smith, Jr
DaleW Stanley
G G Thomas, Sr , G G Thomas, Jr
John L Neely
John N , Jr. & J Norman Warren
York County Natl Gas Auth





Mr S Mrs Marion B Beason
John C Boesch, Jr






Mr & Mrs Thomas S Castles
Wilson C Childerslll
James V Chlopek
Christian Harward Furniture Co
Roland L & Lynns Connelly
Dr & Mrs Samuel T Drake
Brenda & Tom Dukes
John Duncan
E Robert Eckley III
Thomas J Edmonds
Mr, & Mrs William H Elam
William F Ferguson
Vernon G Foster
Robert A Gettys, Jr
C Richie Gibson
James S Glasscock
Dr Joe B Godfrey
Farnum M Gray
Mr & Mrs Robert E Greene
Steve C Griffith, Jr




Randolph D J Jackson
Charles N James
John S Jenkins, Jr
Hardin Keitt
James M Kizer
W F Krickhan, Jr BillKrickhan
Robert H Livingston
McCarter Elec Co
Mr R B McKinney, Jr
Mr 8. Mrs John H McNeely
Edgar L Miller, Jr





Richard & Tommy Roche
Or Fred G Shealy, Jr
John W Sherard
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
C Carl Smith
Thomas E Smith




Mr « Mrs Bob E Webb
West Iredell Constrs , Inc,
Dr T G Westmoreland
DonV WheichelS Stanley Riggins







Mr & Mrs Robert D Bagwell
Whit Blackmon
Jerry A Brannon
A J 8. Nona Coleman
T C Dykes/P Bleckley
William C Efird, Jr
BenN Estes








Mr & Mrs Doug Kingsmore
Mr & Mrs Robby Martin
Kenneth M Mcalhany










Joseph Wm Turner, Jr
Joseph L, Waldrep
H Michael Well, MD
M Lamar Young




Denise A & David L Blauch
Sonny Cassady
Col James Walker Clark
C Dean Coleman, Jr
James L Collins, Jr
Dr E Conner W H Conner
Wayne M Coward
Michael F Dawes
Ford F Farahow, Jr.
Glenn P Felton
James R Hambright G L Wood
Bob Hudson
Heyward C Hurt
William J Jordan, Jr
C L Langston
Mr 8. Mrs H E McConnell, Jr





Mr & Mrs Kent Rigg
The Rust Engineering Company
Fredrick A Sargent
Walton G Snow
Barham F Thomson, Jr
W E Vaughan




Col lames Walker Clark
Bob & Pat Harmon









Mr 8. Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr










Mr 8. Mrs S Michael Sherard
James B White. Jr,
M Earle Williamson
AIKEN






Jan & Carl Bryan





George Funeral Home, Inc
Donald W Gibson
Alan D Gregory






















Sam M Rice III
W M Terry, Jr,
H J Thomas, Jr
J Arthur Williams




James L Allen, Jr
BaylisE Anderson
Richard G Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic, PA
Fred H Anthony
Thaddeus R Arnold, Jr




Mr 8. Mrs John L Black. Jr
Ralph L & Betty J Boggs
JoelE Bonds, Jr
Dr Carroll W Bowie
Fred R Brewer
William R Bridges
Mr & Mrs George Brothers
Dr Arthur L Bruce
Herbert Byrant 8. Jim Cooley
Mr SMrs Richard S Buchanan 8.






Campbell & Darby, Inc
C Marshall Carithers
Center for Developmental Learning




R Denny Cole, Jr.
Charles L Cooley
Tony M Cooley
Don Wayne 8. Fred A Cooley
74






Dr Leonard W Douglas
Tom W Dunaway. Jr
George H Durfiam, Jr
Dr & Mrs E P Ellis, Jr
Marshall A Pant & Marshall A Fant III
Andrew J Ferguson
Financial Planning Asso , Inc
Louis Forrester
William R Ford, Jr
R Fred Fowler, Jr




Mr & Mrs David H Greer
Mr & Mrs D Michael Greer
Danny Gregg




Mr & Mrs Nardin Heard
Ralph & Hazel Hill
Neil Hodgens
Hometec Properities, Inc.




J. Roy Martini Co




L V Jordan J Gambrell
Marvin & Dot Julian
Paul Kaiser III
William P Kay, Sr
Donald P Kearns, Jr & Sloan Crayton
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley, PA
Dr William E Kennedy
Margaret B King
Mr S Mrs Raymond A King
ST, King
Ralph F King, Jr & Frank H Turner. Jr
OlinS & Betty Kirkpatrick
Mr & Mrs Charles D Lindley
Mr & Mrs James W Logan, Jr,
Dan E Lowe
W L Lyles, Jr. S J Watson
Freddy C Ma)or
Brad L Martin
Mr & Mrs. Daniel J Martin
Charles T. Mason





John D Medlock. Jr
Douglas A Melton
Charles W & Nancy W Merritt
Belton L & Harry W Mims
M F Mitchell
M C Monnen, Jr
Mr & Mrs Russ Montgomery
Gary M Moore
Frank Myers Motors
Dr Harold L Murray
William E Nabors
D K Oglesby, Jr.
John H Owens, Jr
Pat s Provisions. Inc.
J Leonard Patterson
Steve Pearce
Or Ralph K Peden
James E Pennell MO, PA
B W Price
Dan Ragsdale, Jr.
Billy L Ragsdale, Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
James C Reece
George M & Jeanette Reed
Larry D Reeves
Bill & Louise Reeves
James E Reeves, Jr
Or & Mrs Poag Reid





James & Dons Rogers
Jack Ross, Jr
Dr James M Ruff
Ken Saylors





Allan P Sloan, Jr
Or Kenneth W Smith
Timothy R Spake
















Welborn Tire Service, Inc
Wells Aluminum Southeast, Inc
F S Werner
Mr & Mrs RickWhatley
Mr & Mrs Jimmy White
Milton V White





William A. & Annette G. Wilson
Howard R Young
BAMBERG
Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley
Thomas N Rhoad
Alice B Bryan
An Anonymous Bamberg Donor
Rome McMillan Davis













Mr & Mrs Victor Bell
Robert H Birt
Mr & Mrs Larry J Boyleston
Richard A Creech
J Harry Fickling























Col WadeH Padgett, Jr
J. Harry Tarrance
Herbert J Thomas, Jr
Arthur T Wilson III




CDS Land Surveying & Forestry
Manuel Cohen





Goose Creek Veter Clinic
James S Grant. Jr
Dr Michael Alan Lake
Landsco, Inc.
Henry Mills
Luther & J. Randy Trussell
Eugene F Oliver
F M Peagler






James Bryan Ware III
Sidney R Wrenn, Jr
CALHOUN
H Banks










John W Hane. PhO
Thomas S Harmon, Jr
Mr. 8. Mrs H E Paulling
Gary B Porth
H Brice Porth
J Past S Sons
Wesley K Wannamaker
James L Wannamaker, Jr , Martha A
Wannamaker & Mary C Armstrong
Julian Wiles
CHARLESTON








Mr & Mrs J J Colcolough, Jr.
W M Cornwell
John D Doscher, Jr
Jimmy Dubois




John L Gervais. Jr.
FitzL Hardin, Jr





Sharon & Mark Kearns
Beth & Tim Dangerfield
Percy Miley
Cecil Y & Jerry A Nunamaker








Dr J Hertz Warren, Jr
Robert D Weldon
West Ashley Lumber Co , Inc
Richard W Wheeler
James H White. Jr
Or S M Witherspoon, Jr
CHEROKEE
J Richard Baines





Mrs T A Campbell






Mr SMrs Wayne Jones Leslie & Pamela
B R Kernels
Robert W LeMaster
Mr & Mrs W F Leuch
Donald G Mayfield








Mrs Johnqy R Bankhead
Michael Bobo
Walker M. Bridges
Joel W. Collins Memorial/Mrs Anna P
Collins
James B. Colvin, Jr
TedG Cudd
Robert A Darby, Sr
Steven Epps
Mack Gilreath, Jr
Mrs S W Gough
Dr Richard P. Hughes
Mr &Mrs Roy A Huse
Tyre & Eddie Lee
Amos Butler Nanney, Jr
T L Peek
O K Pressley&Mr & Mrs Kirk P Pressley
Boyd L Roberts, Jr
Mr & Mrs H W Shepherd
John C Taylor
Mrs Betty C Thorne
Fred Triplett, Jr.
John D Weir, Jr.
CHESTERFIELO
Dr J Ranee Mack










Julius R Eadon. Jr , Julius R Eadon III
G H Furse, Jr
Dr George P Green
Dempsey Griffin
Alexander Hemingway








Mr &Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs JackW Carter, Sr.
W H Drawdy & Elmer Bunton
Franchie Duboise
E Terry Handegan
Henry H Linyard. Jr








Edward J Werntz. Jr
West Ashley Lumber Co , Inc.
J Ryan White, Jr
Bruce E Whitlock
Robert G Wrenn, Jr
Shady & Edna Young
DARLINGTON
L L Truluck. Jr
Richard L Baird
Edwin Gay Bass, Jr
Or William R Blakeney
Mr & Mrs Gary E Byrd, Jr
J W Carter
Ray Clanton




Marion D Hawkins, Jr







Warren & Al Jeffords
Laurie Coke Lawson
W K Lewis, Jr
Peter L McCall. Jr
James G McGee. Jr
Michael B McKeown
W H "Bill" Miller
Steven Clark Moore
Starwood Nursery & L' Scaping,
Inc by D L Locklair







In Memory of J Knight Class of 22




L B Hardaway. Jr
Mack Coy Jackson III








James C & Edmund W Douglas
William E. Hall, Jr.
Mr SMrs Bobby L Hammond, Jr
BenN Hill
Infinger Farms
Or &Mrs H Clyde Odom
Robert C. Sharpton
L B Shelley H Pendarvis
R. Allen Traylor, MO
Ellas Tupper II. John M
Tupper & George I Tupper, Jr
EDGEFIELD
Mr &Mrs BillieC Berry
Frank Berry
Mr &Mrs Robert Calliham
Robert M Christie
Tommy Christie
John A Davis, Jr
JackR Dillard
Dr J S Garrison
Mr SMrs Dan M Herlong
Frank W Herlong
Mrs Horace T Holmes
James C Holmes
Mary E Holmes
Mr & Mrs Thomas Holmes
Lewis F Holmes III
L D Holmes, Jr.
Melvin E Patterson
John W Pettigrew
G William Rauton. Jr .
Or G William Rauton 111
Jeffrey G Reynolds
William H Rushton, Jr









Mr & Mrs Joseph E Mason
James W Stephenson III
J E Sullivan
Jesse E Wright III
FLORENCE
Paul R Johns
Milton H Anderson. Jr
Bob s Bar-B-Q, Inc
Thomas D Birchmore
E T (Bud) & Kay Chandler
Ivan M Coleman
James R Coleman, Jr James R Segars,
Jr Danny J Wingard
Michael A Craig & James M Avinger
Mr &Mrs R E Currin III
L B. Finklea, Jr
B Lee Floyd











Dr E D Guyton











Dr Thomas W Phillips





Mr & Mrs Marvin Slaughter
Jon Barry Templeton
Alex Thompson
Edward D Tinsley III
J W Truluck. Jr
L Turner






Mrs J C Cauthen.Jr
J C Elliott
Ernest J Fox, Jr . DVM








Mrs. Mamie G Abernathy
Able Construction Co #1
Able Construction Co #2
Thomas A Able, Jr.
Keith Alberson
James L. Allen
AM Industrial Maint . Inc.
Mr. & Mrs Robert Anderson










William S Baker, Jr.
Charles P Ballanger, Jr
James Balloch
C B Barksdale, Jr
Tom C Berry







Thomas J Boone, Jr
Calvin L Bostic
Mr 8. Mrs Bill Boyd
Mr S Mrs Walter G Brackin, Jr.
PhilipT Bradley
J Leighton Brov»n
Mr & Mrs Robert L, Brown
Ralph C Bruner
Lenora C Bryant
Mr & Mrs Cecil D Buchanan
Timothy L Buchanan





Gary F Caldwell, Dwayne E Wood









Dr William R Chapman
Howard T & Carolyn G Chapman
Mr & Mrs June H Cheek
W H Chelf




John M Chewning, Jr
Mr &Mrs C W Childers, Jr
NebCline, Jr
Alexander H Cohen
Consolidated Lighting & Equipment, Inc
Alton F Copeland, Jr
Edward J Corley
Jack P Corn
James Telford Craig, Jr
W L Crosby
Mr & Mrs RichardA Curtis
Colonel James E Darby
Mack W & Dean J Davenport
D Steve Davis
J H Davis, Jr
W Cantey Davis. Jr
Dr. & Mrs Perry B, Deloach
Delta Elec Supply, Inc. #2




Mr «Mrs Roy M Dill
William H Dill
R Jack Dill. Jr
I L Donkle. Jr




Edward F Durham, Jr
William Farley
Roy W Earnest
A H Easterby, Jr.
Stanley L Edge
Mark Steven Egg!









Jeannie S Ferguson & Walter E Sayers
Charles E Finley
Ernest B Fleenor, Jr
Herman Flinkingshelt
David E. & Nancy P. Foster
Mike Foster
James E Foster, Jr, &
E ColeHuckabee
Miss Larue H Fowler
Mr & Mrs T L Franks
W T Freeland
Francis W Freeman
Mr & Mrs James P Freeman
James M French, Jr




Mr & Mrs Charles Garren




Sharon & Tom Gaston
Clark Gaston, Jr
Gatewood Builders. Inc #1
Gatewood Builders, Inc #2
L Gray Geddie, Jr,
Warren & Dons Gibson
Gibson Supply, Inc.
JackE Gilhland, Jr & Stepen H Miller
David R Ginn, Jr
Mark Douglas Glenn
Mike Glenn & R W Chapman & Co
Charles D Godsey
Henry P Goodwin
Jack G Goodwin. Jr
Dan Gosnell
James B Granger
Mr & Mrs Jack E Gray
Steve B Gray & Robert C Coates




W A (Nig) Griffith
Creighton D Griggs, Jr
Mr &Mrs Billy L Grigsby, Sr.
Dr Raymond Van Grubbs
John F Guest
The Gutter Man
Mr & Mrs Wm A Hamlett. Jr
Mr &Mrs Joseph A Hanebrink
Jack L Hannah
James W Hannah
Dr T G Manner. Jr









Mr & Mrs Jerry Hendrix
Mr & Mrs James A Hess
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Robert E Hester, Jr
Maior L Higgins Bill Merritt Fred Clifford




David T & Janet Hogsed
Mr & Mrs Bruce D Holcombe
Mr 8. Mrs Steve Holcombe
Holder Electric Supply. Inc
Frank Holland
James S Rhonda Holtzclaw
Mr & Mrs Charles D Howard
Michael C Howery
Harold G Hudgens





W F Leineweber, Jr





Steve & Nancy Johnson
Mr 8. Mrs William R Jolly, Jr,


















Jim Mathison Steve Langston
David Landing
Frank S Leake, Jr
Harold D Leatherman






Robert F Mahon, Jr
L W Manheim III
Jerry N Marsh Builders, Inc




Mr 8c Mrs Alva F Martin, Jr,
JohnT Mauldin
Charlie 8i Nancy Mauney





Charles E McDonald, Jr.
McDonald's Corp of Greenville
McDonald's Corp of Spartanburg
Wayne McGaha
Louis Ronald Meeks
Dr James C Mensone
Alex Meyers
Robert W Miller
James T. Miller IV




Mr & Mrs Thomas A, Moore
Thomas R Moore
C Blake Morgan







Charlie S 8. Rebecca M Oliver
Robert W Osment
Jesse K Osterhoudt
Mr & Mrs Donald K. Owens
W C Owens
W Donald Owens
W D Owens. Jr
Package Supply & Equipment Co
JackG Padgett
Andy Parnell
Douglas f Patrick S Robert G Hopkins
PhillipPatrick
Dewitt 8. Judy Patterson
Mike Payne
Mr S Mrs Richard W Payne
William H Payne
Jeff P Perry
Sam B Phillips. Sr
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co
Alex James




Mi & Mrs A L Powell. Jr
The Print Machine, Inc
H H Provence, Jr
William W Pruitt
Raymond E Putman
Harold Rabhan-Zep Mfg Co




Mrs Florence B Rice
Mr 8. Mrs Gary L Ricker
Brenda Rivard
Stephen G Roberson & Laverne Cole
G H Robinson
Tommy Robinson
Mr & Mrs William A Robinson





Mr & Mrs J T Roper








Joseph W & Beverly Scott
Joseph C Seaman
Leon A Sham-Leon Shain Co.
Dr Donald W Shelley
Thomas Shiflet
Shirley's Iron Works. Inc
R A Simpson
Thomas M 8i Dorothy P Simpson
Virgil B Simpson
William N Skardon




Mi SMrs Keith R Smith
George M Smith. DVM
J Frank Solas










Mrs R C Stevenson
Richard H Stofan
Mr 8r Mrs E Randolph Stone
Mr. 8. Mrs W A Stone, Jr
Heath L Strawn, Jr
The Sugar Creek Tigers
Calvin SummeyThe Lumber Yard, Inc
F. Marion Summey
James A Taylor
Mr & Mrs J Michael Taylor
Terry & Jean-Mane Taylor J Cooley
Altman, Jr
E Richard Taylor, Jr
Teachey Mech , Inc
John Russell Terry, Jr
James E. Thackston








Gerald S Tompkins, Jr
J Harold Townes, Jr , AIA
James L Townsend, Jr
Rick Traynham
W C Tribble







Vissage Auto Parts Co , Inc
Mr 8, Mrs Vernon D Wade
John P 8. Thomas B. Waldrop





Welcome Dental Lab. Inc
Mr &Mrs H F West
John & Donna Wharton Ken Si Deb Agnew
Mr 8, Mrs Daniel 8 White
Whites. Murray CPAs
Dr C G White, Jr
H B Whitmire
Robert B. Whorton IV
David M Williams
Mr 8. Mrs J Phil Williams
Smiley Broadus Williams




Sydney 8 Elaine Wilson
Mr. 8. Mrs BillWingo III




John W Worsham, MD
Mr 8. Mrs Baker Wyche III
Robert H Yeargin




Mrs Wm Thomas Anderson
Anderson Enterprises. Inc
Herbert Anderson. Jr Const . Inc
Mr 8. Mrs Ronnie H Barnes &
Miss Julia Gregory






Mr 8. Mrs Augustus G Caldwell
Calhoun's Electric
Mr. & Mrs T P Callison
Larry Lolli Micki Clark
William D Coleman
Sammy C Corley
Robert L Crawford, Jr
Mr S Mrs George L Grout
Mr & Mrs Craig C Dalrymple
Die kerf's Moving & Storage
G Dorroh&G M Neel
Robert H Drinkard
Mr &Mrs B F Duvall S Mark
Environmental Landscaping
Robert M Erwin, Jr
Alton E GantI
Gilhland-BellS Dorn, Inc,
Mr. S Mrs Hobert Gowan
Coy Jefferson Gray
Dr & Mrs Charles L. Hall
Mr &Mrs Clement C Hall
James L Hammer. Jr
Rutledge H Hammond, Jr.
Leo H. Hancock
John B Harris, Jr
Graham Hawkins, Jr
Charles H Herndon III
Mr SMrs Donald R Hill
Mr & Mrs William E, Hodges
Barry Hollingsworth
Dr John H Hollingsworth
Walker E Hyman
Horace Jenkins
Mr & Mrs George L Johnson, Jr.









John W Morrah. Jr
Dr Ted Morris. Jr







Floyd & Phil Satterfield
B F Scott
Dr Jack C. Scurry
R B Scurry III '
Joe H Seal
Mr &Mrs Charles Shimakonis Chris
Edward K Snead, Jr
Stockman Oil Two, Inc
W R Swearingen






S F Crews, Jr
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby
Mr & Mrs Charlie Drawdy
Harry L Foy, Jr
David 8 Gohagan
Douglas F Gooding
Hampton Gas Co . Inc
Gary Harrison J C Simpson, Jr.
George J Knight
Winston A Lavrton. Jr
Gerald Ulmer, Jr
Williams Ware, Sr & Barbara J Ware
Robert A Youmans
HORRY
William D. Avant. Jr
AVX Ceramics
James W Barnette, Jr
Bob Bible Pontiac-8uick-GMC, Inc
William H I Brown
Stephen L Chryst
Harry Wm Clanton, Jr
C Crenshaw
J H Derham









Randy B & Wanda W Hardee
Thomas D Harrell
Mr S Mrs W B Harry







E W. Prince, Jr
Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor
Richard W Sarvis
Seaside Realty. Tom & Nancy Davis
Philip A Thompson
Sidney F Thompson
Frank A Thompson II






Keith & Merry Bradley




Bruce & Sandra Hall
Mrs C F Higgins
Donald H Kelly
George V Kornegay




Donald Shirley Charles Kelly
Leslie M Stover
John S West. Sr


















Lancaster County Clem son Club
Marion D Lever. Jr




Thomas A & T W Robinson
W Carlton Thompson
Dr Richard Yeadon Wescoat









Mr & Mrs James L Bolt. Jr
Michael K Calvert
Carolina Sorting Co, . Inc





Mr 8, Mrs F E Harmon III
Leon Harris III




Mr & Mrs James A Marler
Tony G Marler
Mrs P W McAhster
L W McClain
Mr &Mrs James H McClellan. Jr
James E Milan




Mr 8. Mrs Louis A Pitts
Mrs Wilma Sev»ard & Larry Seward
Jim L Simpson
J R Swetenburg. Jr
Tee Thompson
Mrs James T Townsend
Richard T Townsend
Dr N C. Wessinger




W Ray Alexander. Jr




Warden J McKenzie Memorial











Mr & Mrs Michael B Boltjes
Woodrow W Boozer. Sr
R H Bucknell. Jr










Bernard E Clegg.'Donald Lybrand
Ike Cogburn
H Ralph Corley. Sr
John R Cothran
Mr & Mrs Milton H. Densman
Bland M Derrick
David Dorroh
David R Eison. Sr.
Lucius B Fetner
Dr Talmage R, Frick, Jr
Gardner Wrecker Service
Samuel B George II
Harold L Gillian
Earl & Sandra E Glasscock
Richland Haas







Mr & Mrs Leiand A Jackson
Mr & Mrs R, Kit Jackson III
W D Jones & Thomas Jones
Charles T Kirkley
Michael S Kohn
Mr & Mrs, J B Little|ohn
Donald F Looney
Harold P Lorick, Jr
Mr & Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Robert D McCraw
BurenM Mitchell
W L Monts. Jr
Randy & Dot Moon
DaieC Nelson






Mr &Mrs Robert G Pickens
Pinecrest Marine Center. Inc —
Bordie. George & Tommy Mathias
Thomas W Plumb lee
Ronald M Poston
Charles David Price
Mr & Mrs Ricky C Price
W P Rampey
Larry L Rankin




Henry E "Hank" Reynolds. Sr,
William E (Gene) Rhymer, Jr.
Carroll Richardson
James H Rozier. Jr
M D Rucker
Glenn Scott
Mrs James R Sease




Mr & Mrs William E Smith. Jr,
Mrs Claude C Sons
Charles E Stone. Jr
Harry Lee Swygert
Dr Joseph W Taber. Jr









Mr « Mrs Kit W Wilson
John D Winburn. Jr
Mary R "Sue" Wingard
MARION
Edgar P T Dozier
Lacy Edwards. Jr












Dr James W Gilbert










Hubert M Bedenbaugh. Jr
Charles K Boozer
Mr &Mrs Floyd Caldwell
Virginia Culbertson
Robert Dorroh




"A Friend" From Newberry
Olin Lominick. Jr
Roger D Longshore
Dr C B Lowman
Howard W MeetzeS Son
Mrs C B Metis
T. Milton Nichols
Ted Plemons

















James P S Frances Wicker
Dr James R Williams
OCONEE
M T Abbott
Dr & Mrs Stoney Abercrombie
Robert C Adams
RoyC Adams
Roy D Adams Memorial
Dr F B Adams. Jr
Ralph Alexander, Inc
Benny & Ruth Ballenger
Dr Harold B Bell
Dr Don H Blodgett
Edward & Susan Booker





M D Cleveland Memorial





Mr & Mrs Bruce M Dixon
Robert L 4 Debbie Oubose
Donald L & Rae Ann Ham
Robert W Higby
Louis C Holleman
W T Holroyd. Jr. T R. Pope
Hughes Equipment & Rental. Inc
Lewis A Jaynes
Henry E Jennings





Lane E Mays. MD
William T McClure, Jr
McDonald s of Clem son
Bill McLees
James E & Juamta M Merritt
John W Morrah III R M Cooper'
Rick Argo
Arthur Nuttall, Jr
Ronald H & Deborah S Osborne
Garry C (Flip) Phillips
Phillips & Sons
Rick Powell
Mr & Mrs Walter B Purcell
Ed Randall
Bob & Fredda Reeves
Dr Don A Richardson
Melissa & Dewey Rochester
Mr SMrs Lowell W Ross
Cecil T Sandifer
Mr & Mrs Chauncey D Smith. Jr
Willis Spivey
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co
William E West
Mr &Mrs E P Wright
Mike F Wynn
ORANGEBURG




Robin & Robert Bickley
Clarence Bonnette
James F Boswell
John R S Jerry F, Carlisle
Robert H Cauthen
J. H Cope, Jr K Cook
Walter D Cope. Jr
W Z Danlzler & Son
Marvin H Davis
Dr W F Dukes
W W Dukes. Jr,
Frederick I Evans
Julian H Fair III. DMD
C Farnum
L Kenneth Folse. Jr,
Dr Henry F Frierson
Maynard D Funchess
Garrick Brothers Farms. Inc
Jerome M Red' Gramling & Son
William E Harper
Jameson Farms. Inc




in Memory of Al M Hughes
H A McGee. Jr






T Biant Reeves, Jr.
Dr J W Rheney, Jr,
Ernest B Rogers. Jr
Santee Portland Cement Corp
Mr & Mrs Tommy G Simpson
Ernest S Till III
James S Ulmer
J. C Ulmer. Jr
J Otto Warren. Jr
Leon West
Henry D West. Jr
Alton H Whetsell
G Laverne Williams
Russell S Wolfe II
Henry G Young. Jr






Mr &Mrs RagnarE Anderson
Eddie & Shelley Barbary
Mr & Mrs William J Barnett
J, M Bates
Robert L Bishop
Dr. & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton
R. Douglas Boggs






Bob & Susan Brown
M H Bruner
Jerry R Byrd
The C & S National Bank
James C Campbell. Jr
Mr. & Mrs Roy J Campbell. Jr
Mrs Dorothy liauthen Carlisle
Mrs, June S Carroll
Lewis F Cato
Dr & Mrs Terence M Clark
Clem son Decorating Center
Paul Coakley Ray Miller
Dr James L Cobb. Jr.
Ml 8. Mrs Joseph B. Cocke
Mr « Mrs T J Coleman
Mr &Mrs John A Connell
Dr & Mrs W Owens Corder
J David Cox Mike Smith
Mr 8. Mrs R Allison Dalton





Mr 8, Mrs Cecil R Dobson
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
Barry S Durham
Dr James F Dusenberry. Jr.
Dr Val S Dyches. Jr
James A Eidson. Jr . DVM
Mr 8. Mrs, Gary Ellenburg
Kim 8. Chris Ellenburg
Dr, William M Epps
Stephen Figueroa




William C Fortner. Jr






Mr & Mrs Norman S Garrison
Grady Farr Gaston
Roy S Ins Gammill
RoddeyE Gettyslll
Steven C &RuthGibert
Mr 8. Mrs Joel L Gillespie
L Earl Gilstrap. Jr.
Goofs Sportswear Outlet
Albert H 8. Pamela Gossett
Tim Gossett
Mr &Mrs Ralph W Grants
Mr SMrs Ronald W Grant
Wallace T Grant
Steve F Gravely
Dr, Gordon W Gray
Nash Gray
Griggs Associates. Inc
Robert M & Frank Guerreri
Donald H Hamilton
George C Harris
Jerry L S Mary S Harvey
Mr & Mrs A R Henderson
Philip L Hendricks
Trescott Hinton
Home Savings S Loan
Home Savings S Loan #2
Bill J, Hooper
Mary Jane Houston
Mr SMrs Kenneth Ray Hull
Mr SMrs Lamar Hunnicutt
Mr & Mrs Gene Price
Daniel E, Hunt
Gerald G Jacks
Dr S Mrs J H Jameson
Michael S Jewell
Roy L Johnson
Mr S Mrs Joe B Jones




Dr G Ansel King, Jr S
Charles Ellenburg
Ralph Kirk
Steven M Krause Jody M Young
Ronnie Lackey
Mr S Mrs John N Landreth. Jr
Lesley Construction Co . Inc
William D Lowery
Dr J J Lynn
James R Mahanes. MD
Gregory R Manuel
Earle Eugene Martin








Joyce & Dave Moorhead
Murph S Fran Moseley




S N Oliver. Jr
Keith W S Georgia W Ormand
Daniel F Parker
Dr & Mrs Thomas H Parry
Curtis Andrew Pitts
L E Pollard
CharlieJ< Poole S John R Poole. Jr
W JackRagsdale
William J Ragsdale, Jr,
Mr S Mrs Rod Rice
Cantey M Richardson
Mr S Mrs John C Richardson
Mike Richardson
R R Ritchie
Mrs Richard C Robbins
Mr SMrs D S Roberts
Robert W Robinson. Jr





Mr & Mrs Harold E Seymore
Mr SMrs Russell Shealy
Shealy. Smith S Welborn. PA
SamW Sheriff
David E Simons, Jr
Lee R Sims. Jr
Small World Travel
Jimmy D Smith
Smith's Heating S Air Cond . Inc.
Mr S Mrs John E Sparks
Dr & Mrs D H Spearman




Lt Col Ralph H Thompson
Mr, S Mrs Gerald S Tripp
K N Vickery
Mr & Mrs Wm S Ware. Jr




J. A White Memorial
Mr SMrs H Belts Wilson
Andrew Floyd Wray
Joseph L Young
Mr SMrs Bobby R Youngblood
RICHLAND
W M Albergotti, Jr
J B Allen. Jr
Bob Andrews Motors. Inc.
Thomas Ray Archibald. Jr.
J R Atkinson. Jr
Tom Baldwin
Mr & Mrs SimsT Ballew
J H Barnett
Mr S Mrs D W Baxter
AAA Building Maintenance. Inc
"Bobby Blair"
Charles H Boozer
H G Boylston. Jr
Robert L Brennan
W L, "Buddy" Broome
Dr JohnW Brown






THE HIGHEST ENERGY BILL






A SUNPAL WATERHEATING FIREPLACE.
Developed by a Mechanical Engineering graduate
of Clennson University, the patented Sun Pal Water-
heating Fireplace can be installed in several ways to
save money on energy, in spite of rising costs.
Teamed with solar heat in the home above, it held
i#WI^INDUSTRIES
81 Plaza, Powdersville • Phone 803/295-0090
SunPal Waterheating Fireplaces • Solar Waterheating Co.
Sun and Fire Shoppe
power cost, in a month with 21 rainy days, to less
than $34, including lights, appliances and hot water.
But you don't have to go solar to enjoy the beauty,
comfort and savings of a SunPal Fireplace. It can
be used with other central heating systems in many
present homes, in a room added to your home, or
with water lines installed in new slab construction.
Use the coupon below to get more information.
Not only on the way SunPal worked in the home




Shown at left, foil insulation A,
fiberglas insulation B, water
inlet C, and part of the 40 sq. ft.
water pipe surface D that, with
a 1,000 gal. heat storage tank,
warms room air for up to 48 hrs.














Dr W Lynn Campbell
Charles C Caison
Dt Wayne Cartee
W T Cassells, Jr.
George W Caughman, Jr.
James R Causey
H. A. Chacknes III
J E Coggins
L W Conder. Jr
Charles W Cooper
Thomas G Cooper, MD
Albert G Courie, Jr
Charles E , Charles F & Tommy E Cousms
J Lewis Cromer. Atty





J C Oreher III
Francis S Dunn
Joe W Dunn. Jr
Thomas L Durgm
William B Easterlin, Jr
Dr Raymond C Elam. Di Walter B Gregg
Mrs George W Eleazer, Jr
Dr George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel. Jr.
Dr Larry Fnck
Carlos W Gibbons, Jr
John M Goodman
Ms Susan Stroup Gressetfe
J C Harden
Michael E Harrelson
Dr Rudolph C Harrington, Jr
Gar^M Harter
D Ellis Hay, Jr
Col. George B Herndon
Charles E Hill
Carl Hinnant
Mr & Mrs Tally Hood, Jr,
William McArthur Hughes
Intrachem Recruiters









Ms Georgana L Lackey
C M "Buddy" Lewis
Mrs John L Mack, Sr
C Ray Massey
Gary J Matthews/Newell D Crawford, Jr
W I May
T McAlhany. Jr





Bernard H Miller, Jr
Mr & Mrs Bill Miller




Dr Henry W Moore
Austin T Moore, Jr
Don A Nummy
Jeffrey A O'Cain
Mr & Mrs Jesse E Dates, Jr
F McCord Ogburg, Jr
H L Peake
S N Pearman
Piedmont Ptmkrs & SC Jimmy Moore





Mr & Mrs Henry Y Riley
Bob Robinson
Lee J Robinson
David W &DavidaJ Roof
Sadler & Co , Inc
Marion F Sadler, Jr
Crawford E Sanders III
George E Seastrunk
Jimmy R Sellers
Mr S Mrs Richard L Sellers
Col A L Sheider. Jr
Pelham W. Simmons
Gerald H Smith
John B Smith. Jr
Southern Bell







Dr Thomas W Talbert
William B Tarrant
Paul E Thacker
Col A J Tothacer S Jay Tofhacer
Mr. & Mrs Wm E Twilley. Jr
JohnT Walker, Jr







W G Wilhams/Charles E Smith






















W W Steadman, Jr,
Shelly & Rickey Temples
Wheeler Tire Service
Kenneth Yarbrough
James L Yow, Jr
SPARTANBURG
Mr & Mrs Bill Alexander
William A Alexander















William H Burton, tr
Dr & Mrs Eugene M Busch
C& SNaflBank
SammieG Carros
Mr & Mrs E N Church
Sam Preston Clark
Clarkson Brothers, Inc
George P Cobb, Jr & Oren Robinnette. Jr
C Raymond Coggins




Troy H CribbS. Sons, Inc
Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
Claude, David & Bobby Culbreth
James C Curry
Mr & Mrs Paul Ray Dobson
David R Dover
L Russell Easier, Jr
Economy Cars Limited Ben Giles
W Gerald Emory


















Mr & Mrs Thomas T Grigg, Jr
Richard K "Dick" Hall
Mr &Mrs Wilbur K Hammett
Mrs Darcy Harris, Jr
Robert T Haselden, Jr





Robert L Holmes III
A Scott Hubbard
Mr and Mrs John F Huey
Rodg.'rA Hughes
Carl W Hughey





Mr & Mrs J R King
William H. Knight
Sam H. Lee, Jr
Frank W Lee. Jr
Mr & Mrs J E Lineberry
John R Longshore
Loring Oil Co
Lyman Oil Co Johnny M Wade
Col Edward R Maddox
W M Manning, Jr
J Donald Marshall
Mr S Mrs Samuel H Maw, Jr.




George R O'Cain, Jr S F M Foster III
Roy R Dates, Jr
Oilmen's Equipment Corp





Marion C Ponder, Jr
Powell Dry Wall Co
Curtis A Price
Mr 8, Mrs Gary D Ravan
John F Renfro, Jr
Marvin C Robinson












W C (Bill) Smith
Winston D Smith
Southers Construction, Inc


















Mr 8, Mrs Allen White
Dr Larr/ B White
Paul A Wilson
Ted Wilson &Wm D West
George S Wyant
SUMTER




Carolina Coca-Cola Bottling Co
Karl B Chandler
Mr & Mrs Harold Chandler III
Robert E Cousar





Dr Wilson Greene, Jr
D Harvin
E. B Hubbard, Jr
John W James








Samuel F Rhodes Samuel McBride
Rhodes II
Demosthenes & McCreight, AIA
C Rembert Skinner
Garrett R. Thomas





Wm T Howell. Sr






Dr S Mrs William L Weber
WILLIAMSBURG
J M Connor
Dr W C Cottingham
R, Cleo Fennell
Earl Floyd
Fred P Guerry, Jr
W W Holhday, Jr,




Dr FlournoyC Walker III
YORK
William R Adkins
George & Nancy Anderson
Mr S Mrs David E Angel
Mrs F S Barnes
John M Barnes
Frank S Barnes, Jr
Campbell Barnett S Nevrton
Adams
Mr Mrs Joe W Barnett
Randall E Bouchillon








Dr. Frank Strait Fairey
Malcolm Faulkenberry
Samuel Tracy Ferguson. Jr












Phil L Huff, Jr
William T Jackson
T A Jeffords J A Whiteaker
C C Jenkins, Jr
Jim & Judy Jerome




John A. & Carolyn B. Lesslie
Dr John Monroe Little. Jr.
James R Lovell
Richard C Marriott
John N (Nickey) McCarter. Jr
Stephen S McCrorey
Samuel E McCullough
C E "Ted" Melton
MTS Industries. Inc
William Ralph Oldham
The Original Barn, Inc
Mr & Mrs Harry B Partlow, Jr
Thomas B Pettit III





Dr J E Reinhardt, Jr
Joe E Sherer, Jr
Baxter Simpson, Jr
B Rush Smith IITR Dunn. Jr.
R G Soggins, Jr
Don' Place
Mr, SMrs Frank Surratt
B. Craig Thomas
Tracy E Tindal
Dr & Mrs Roger J Troutman
C A Wingate
R W (Bill) Young
NORTH CAROLINA




M Barrineau T Smith
Richard P Black





Ed & Barber Brmkley







Dr Charles Davant, Jr
Gus M Devlin
James F Dietz
Mr. & Mrs Robert L Dobson
Larry G Dorman
Robert W Dozier
Col J L Edmonds
William F Evans, Jr
WadeV Fair
David E Featherstone
Bob Ferguson Bill Satcher
James B Foster
Cecil B Fnck, Jr
H I Gaines
Richard P Garrison
Mr SMrs James Gray Stephen Lamar Gray








Landrum Hazel Henderson, Jr.
James R Hendricks, Jr
W M Hobson






Mr & Mrs Stephen E Hunter
George A Hutto, Jr













Mr 8. Mrs B W Lewis
Mr 8. Mrs Robert M Lindsey
W H Lowe




Tom R Morris, Jr







Dr Robert F Poole, Jr,
William C Powell, Sr.
JohnW Prather III
Paul D Quinn, Jr
C Jeff Reece, Jr
Charles H Reed, Jr





Mr Mrs DelmarW Shirley
David W Sprouse














Mrs Carmen H Winburn
Allen K Wood, Jr
Wm T Worth/Mrs Robert Erwin
GEORGIA
Alvin A Adams, Sr
Lynn C Aiken
Albea Construction, Inc
Dr M D Alexander, Jr
Barnett Alexander Allgood III
Robert H Bailey, DOS
Robert S Bern/, Jr
James A Black
Julian C Bradham, Sr.
C 8. K Machine Die, Inc,
Jack Cam




C Jim Collins, Jr
M M Cone
Ben G Crosland, Jr






"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S, C. 29620
Strari







Robert R, Dickerson James F. McCurry Herbert M. Vickery Mr, Mrs, R L Doane McCorm ick/Maloney
Richard C. Downing Calvin R Means Col. & Mrs Joseph E, Webb & Robert B Ehlen John L Meetze
Dr J. R, Edwards/Larry Sweat Robert S. Miller Mr & Mrs Louis L. Jones Fred W. Faircloth J. A Milling
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Buddy Summer says . . .
For Building Supplies, Paint & Hardware
In The Mauldin-Greenville Area
it's
PHONE 803 288-4341 MAULDIN, S. C. 29662






NIGHTLY HAPPY HOUR & SPECIALS













ACROSS FROM DEATH VALLEY & LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
ON TOPUNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL
11:30AM MIdnite 654-4598
WHEN GOOD LNJ COUNT!
SbM&tflkitiiiif
SINCE 1920
WE COMBINE UNEXCELLED SERVICE WITH THE MOST
ADVANCED EQUIPMENT TO GIVE SUPERB PRINTING....
....FROM THE SIMPLEST TO THE COMPLEX!
ELECTRIC CITY PRINTING CO.
POST OFFICE BOX 630 • ANDERSON, S.C. 29622

































Woolrich sportswear and outdoor wear-classic
styling, quality workmanship. Choose from our new
collection: Mountain parkas (shown); down logo
vests; wool, Rugby and chamois shirts; turtle necks;
khaki and corduroy pants.
Men's Sportswear, Meyers/Arnold, McAlister





If you're in the textile industry, Chemsize can help your
business. An integral part of the manufacturing process
in the textile industry is chemicals and Chemsize
manufactures and supplies this important ingredient.
And all this is based on another key word:
PERFORMANCE. Performance is what counts
and Chemsize products perform. Because of
our success in helping textile plants solve
problems, Chemsize has become one
of the fastest growing specialty
^P^L chemical companies in the
^v^^^^ ^K^k Southeast. In addition to
^^^BH^ supplying chemicals toVp^^HP^ ^Pfl manufacturers, Chemsize makes
iT ^, products to the customer's
specifications. So, if you're in
the textile industry, remember
I these two words.
' Chemsize and performance.
CHCfflllK
incorporcilecl
P.O. BOX 3 NVILLE, s c. 29602
3) 246-7801
J/MM -Jin
Happy Hour 5-7 ^^^R.
Buffet Dinner 7-9:30
$10.50 (plus tax & gratuity)
Dancing to live band 8-12
And tomorrow for a day of golf.
For reservations call: (803)944-2151
Corporate memberships at Keowee Key Country Club are available. For information on homes,
condominiums and villas at Keowee Key on beautiful Lake Keowee, call the sales office at (803)944-1333.
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A student I.D. will get you
special discounts on Mondays
at your local Hungry Bull
Steak House.
We're giving you a break on
price so you can eat some-
thing nice before the party.
So call time out . . .for Steak!
HUNORTBULL
FABILT STEAK HODSE
^RING THIS AD IN FOR A $1.00 OFF ON YOUR FAVORITE DINNER AT YOUR CLEMSON HUNGRY BULLy

















Systems — Hunter Series







Bale Presses — Hunter-Beaty
Card Chute Systems






J. Gardner Gore. Jr. President
Federal Land Bank Association
ol Sumter S C.
D Leslie Tindal ''^
SoytKan and Livestock Producer
.
Pinewood S C.
The Farm Credit System can offer you many types of financial assistance for your f^rm
needs and requirements.
"What I like about dealing with their officers is that they have a farm background and
understand what our needs are and give us expert financial assistance."
For all types of agricultural credit, talk to the people who speak your language—the










and we support Clemson University and our Tigers!
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copyright 1978 Custom Specialty Company
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24" or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas






p. O. BOX 1 1
1
U FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40t;) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.














Greenwood Motor Lines/ Greenwood, S.C
ANOTHERCOMPLETED
POINSETT PROJECT.
In Poinsett Construction's seven years in business we have
erected over 400 commercial and industrial buildings for
clients in the Carolinas, Georgia and Tennessee.
When this structure, the Greenwood Motor Line headquarters
in Greenwood, S.C, was completed in 1980 it represented
our fifth construction assignment for the same client.
Another example of Poinsett's steady growth is seen in our
work in the pre-engineered building field. Last year we were
named the nation's No. 1 builder of Pasco pre-engineered
structures.
Whether your needs be commercial, industrial, or
pre-engineered, and whether they call for a new facility or
for addition or renovation to an existing building, Poinsett
Construction Co., Inc. can bring them in to ^
your complete satisfaction. pascoeL
poinsett construction co., inc.
P.O. BOX 8838. GREENVILLE, S C. 29604 (803) 299-1050
In football a fumble can be
Very
stiy...
The Same is True in Airconditioning,





We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration.
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems- Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
thermoAliinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
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CLEMSON • • • A Great Experience In Football I
Robin's Clothing Stores have a
tremendous selection of men's
casual and dress suits, slacks,
shirts, sportcoats and shoes at
big savings to you.
And Robin's can outfit the




A Great Experience In Clothing







Gateway to a great way of life.
NURSING PILOT/NAVIGATOR
FOR INFORMATION
WRITE Professor of Aerospace Studies
AFROTC Det. 770
Clemson University
Clemson, S. C. 29631
OR CALL (803) 656-3254 or 656-3255
Our Deep Appreciation
To the automobile dealers shown and
listed on this page who have donated cars
to the Clemson Athletic Department for use
in travel by members of the staff. — Clem-
son Athletic Department.
















George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith
























Bob Peeler Claude Thompson Jim Roberts
Carolina Leasing Welborn-Thompson Chevrolet Sir Pontiac












DUON • PETROMAT • SUPAC
NONWOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION




AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 7I11I711C RPTTPD
'Reg. T.M. Phillips Petroleum Company M 1ISI^1%I^ DtZ I I LI \
What's News




It usually goes unnoticed un-
dermillions of cleats, yet it is the
footing of both champions and
losers, dampened by blood,
sweat and tears.
The quarterback, the wide re-
ceiver and the punter bask in the
crowd's attention, but it's the
turf that can make or break a
game. A soft spot here, a grass-
less patch of dirt there, can
cause a slip that may cost the
game-winning touchdown.
The Death Valley turf, like that
of many other football stadiums
and golf courses, didn't just
spring up from the earth. The
fine grade of Bermuda grass on
Frank Howard Field is the result
of years of research and careful
management.
There's more to good stadium
and golf course grass than seed
and water. "Management is ex-
tremely important and dramati-
cally influences the activities
that take place on the grass,"
said Bob Mazur, a Clemson horti-
culturist who researches ways to
improve turf grasses for playing
fields and home lawns.
For example, just the right
amountof watermust beapplied
atthe righttime. Toomuch mois-
ture can slow a speeding
fullback — or a putt headed for
the cup.
Also, if turf grass isn't properly
trimmed and istoo lush, speed is
impeded. The right amounts of
fertilizers must be maintained,
he said.
Some of Mazur's research on
football turf focuses on finding
varieties that withstand "winter
kill" and won't die off during
colder months, a major problem
in natural grass stadiums.
Common Bermuda grass is
used in most stadiums. Some
athletic officials prefer a hybrid
Bermuda grass, a "Cadillac"
grass, said Mazur. But most col-
lege and high school budgets
can't support the constant up-
keep a hybrid variety demands,
he added.
Bermuda grass needs mowing
about twice weekly, depending
on the amount of water applied.
About one pound of nitrogen per
1,000 square feet is also re-
quired. A deluxe hybrid grass
would demand twice as much
labor and expensive fertilizers.
lid
THETURF'S PART OF THE GAME— Whether
it'sfootball,golf oranothersport, theturf's
an important part of the game. Bob Mazur
watches a golf ball roll over some of
Clemson's finest. The small putting green
is part of the university's S.C. Agricultural
Experiment Station research into turf
grasses for sport and home.
(CU Newsphoto)
Also, when common Bermuda
grass tears, more seed is simply
sown. The high grade hybrid has
no seed, and the gouged spot
requires more expensive sod-
ding or sprigging to repair.
The turf on golf courses is the
key element in the sport, and
owners give more intensive care
to the delicate grasses on a daily
basis. Most courses in this area
feature Bermuda grass fairways,
but a facility's budget deter-
mines the kind of grass used
around sandtrapsandon putting
greens.
About 70 percent of Mazur's
research, conducted forthe S.C.
Experiment Station, is funded
by golfing interests. One exam-
pleof howresearch hasaidedthe
golf industry is the creation of
varieties that can be trimmed to
within three-sixteenth of an inch
and survive. Research has pro-
duced varieties that withstand
extreme temperatures and are
disease resistant.
Scientists also study seeding
requirements, fertility and weed
control.
Turf researchers also help
homeowners with lawns. Last
year the University released
"Clemfine," a tall fescue
variety that will soon be availa-
ble, Mazursaid. Theturf grass is
a high quality lawn covering that
"looks beautiful" year-round
and staysgreen in winter without
reseeding.
Research continues on cool
season grasses, which thrive in
milder temperatures and are
gaining popularity in the Pied-
mont region.
Warm season grasses like Ber-
muda grass, Zoysia and Cen-
tipede, are still favorites
statewide and especially in the












. . . Perhaps
in the
World.FOR SHOES
3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights . .
.
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see olir large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
B27 N. Lexington Ave.Downtown Asheviiie
Open Daily 9 to 6 — Friday 9 to 8:30
Phone 704-254-6721






DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVELATIONS





NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and More!
YOU CAN'T FIND IT!"
Tiger Band
Today's Band Program
Today is the first Textile Bowl and the
halftime festivities will be highlighted by
ceremonies honoring the textile industry
in North and South Carolina. Together
N.C. State and Clemson have produced
over 10,000 graduates in the field.
Dr. Ryan C. Amacher is dean of the
College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science at Clemson and N.C.
State's School of Textiles is headed by
Dean Dame Hamby. Both are attending
today's game and will take part in the
halftime festivities. Amacher will dot the
i during today's pregame festivities.
Both bands will perform at halftime
with the N.C. State band performing
first. Don Adcock isthe band director for
the Wolfpack and he will provide the
Clemson fans with a fascinating show.
The Wolfpack band will give us a show
with a detective theme. Music from the
popular series Cannon, a selection by
Diane Spence called "Getaway" and a
piece called "Live and Let Die" will all be
played during the show. The band will
form a 007 for the "Live and Let Die"
rendition. The final song will be the
theme from the Rockford Files.
Clemson will perform songs with a
country and western theme, the first
time in six seasons that Dr. Bruce Cook
and his staff have used this theme. As-
sistant Band Director Roderick Hawkins
was responsible for the direction of the
music for this halftime show.
The selections include "San Antonio
Rose," coupled with "The Wabash
Canonball" as the opening drill music. A
percussion feature called "Ho-Down"
will lead into a selection called "Moun-
tain Dew," which is arranged by George
Noff. This will be done from the visitors
side of the field and the routine will
feature the Tiger Twirlers, led by Feature
Twirler Becky Dalton. The final song will
be Kenny Rogers', "Love the World
Away." Drum Majors Joe Ballard and
Allen Moore, and Band Commander Bill
Bird will lead the Tigers off the field to
"Tiger Rag" to signify the start of another
exciting half.
Behind the Scenes
Continued from page 47
and before the players' travel bags,
which contain all of the pads, the game
uniforms, and their helmet. Our luggage
was put in the back of the truck.
"The planning and packing for the road
trips is the most enjoyable part of my
job," said the managers' boss, equip-
mentmanager LenGough, whotakesreal
pride in how the teams looks when they
go play on Saturday afternoons.
Once the truck was packed, the five
traveling managersand I took off for New
Orleans. The team and the four traveling
trainers flew down Friday afternoon with
the team, but the managers had to be
there Friday to set up.
The tone was set for the rest of the trip
Friday afternoon when the managersand
their George Plimpton tag-along got to
the Superdome. First, the equipment
truck could not navigate around the
poles well enough to drive to the locker
room, so we faced the prospect of walk-
ing all of the equipment either across the
field or around the stands. Luckily, a
Superdome pickup truck drove by and
we put the traveling bags in the back of
that vehicle.
The locker room was all set up for
practice Friday afternoon. (I hate to say
'we,' because once down in New Orleans,
the managers moved so fast that I was
always two steps behind them and I felt I
was in their way). We had started repaw-
ingand striping the helmets, when I was
sent back to the hotel to pass out room
keys when the team got there.
Once the team was settled in the hotel,
the routine settled down. After the team
ate and went to the movies Friday night,
the trainers — Jay Bennett, Greg Craig,
Joe Franks, and Bob Easley — sprung
into action. Their job on Friday is to
deliver snacks to the players before
lights out.
Saturday started out as bad as Friday
had ended because none of the game
lights were turned on for the team's
workout and it looked like Clemson was
practicing in a giant cave.
"That's the thing about being a man-
ager," said Seay. "Just when you get
good at this game, they change the rules.
This job will drive you half insane, but
then it gets fun. You can't be uptight or
nervous."
After the morning workout, the man-
agers really started hopping. All of the
shoes were polished, the helmets waxed,
the jerseys hung neatly, the pads all
stacked, and the helmets placed in a row
on the tops of the locker and the travel
bags at the base. "The only day we get to
show off is on game days," said Bobby
Douglas, who is Cough's assistant. "We
take great pride in the way the locker
room looks to the players and the way the
team looks to the fans."
While the managers were fixing the
locker room, the team was eating their
pregame meal and then the trainers
began taping the players while still at the
hotel. At 4:30, we went back to the
stadium to make sure everything was
done or checked over. "We were in a
different situation down there," said
Alan Wertz, a junior from Charleston,
S.C. "We know where everything goes at
the ACC schools and we don't have any
problems, but there. . ." He really didn't
have to say anything else.
Warmups and the game went as al-
ways—perfect down to the letter for the
managers and trainers, including the
final score—Tigers 13, Tulane 5.
The game ended at 10:15 pm and by
1 1:00pm, notraceof Clemson ever being
there remained as everything was re-
packed and the truck was on the road. My
sojourn into the world of participatory
journalism ended when we got back to
Clemson Sunday night, but the weekly
cycle for the managers and trainers be-
gan once again.
"Weare blessed to have managers and
trainers like the ones we have," said
Danny Ford. "They have done an out-
standing job for us. They are really a first-
quality group. They make practice and
travel easy for the coaches and the
players, because they absolutely take
care of everything."
"It is always assumed we will be
there," said Jeff Singletary, another
junior from Charleston. "I just wonder
what would happen if we weren't there
to do our jobs."
Tiger football would not exist in its
present form if the managers and
trainers were not there. I found out first-
hand. While Rodney Dangerfield still
has his respect problem, hopefully this
outstanding group has lost theirs.
Ply ItWith Pride
Dear Friend,
What a great year for
the Clemson Tigers!
And what better way
to celebrate than to fly
a 3' X 5' CLEMSON
Tiger Paw Flag!
A great gift for you,
your Tiger friends and
your Tiger business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced
and has strong metal
grommets for years of
proud wear.
The Tiger Paw is
screened in white on a
brilliant Clemson
orange field.
PLEASE SEND ME; CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
I have enclosed my check* or money order for $28.50 (plus $1.00
postage and handling plus $1.14 S.C. sales tax) for each flag.




*Make Check Payable To
P. O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
NEW!!
The CLEMSON Tiger Paw
Boat Flag!! Put some "PAW
POWER" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want
to let people know that the
tiger is near. Designed with
metal grommets, the 12" x
18" boat flag is perfect for
aluminum light staffs, trailer
ladders or car antennas.
Don't Paws. Order Today.
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your check
or monev order for $8.30
(plus postage and
handling plus $.33 S C. sales













Prior to the 1977 season, a leading
Southern newspaper had referred to
Clemson football as the depression of the
ACC. Every prognosticator said that the
Tigers were doomed to another mediocre
season. After all. the previous year Clem-
son had suffered through a 3-6-2 season
with the exact same squad.
However, following an opening game
loss to Maryland. Clemson ripped off
wins against Georgia. Georgia Tech,
Virginia Tech, Virginia, and Duke. Next
on the agenda for the hungry Tigers came
a seasoned group of veterans from N.C.
State. But, everything was pointing to-
ward a letdown for the Tigers in Death
Valley. Quarterback Steve Fuller had
missed the entire week of practice due to
an injured hand, and many felt that the
Wolfpack was going to burst Clemson's
bubble.
"All during the week, the coaches were
emphasizing that we had to be ready to
play every game to stay in the ACC race,"
recalls AII-ACC safety Steve Ryan.
"Everybody knew we couldn't have a
letdown because we could lose the game
and thus the conference. State had a
very talented team that year especially
on offense with their Ail-American run-
ningback Ted Brown who is now with the
Minnesota Vikings."
Early on. the tone was set for a defen-
sive struggle as both offenses sputtered.
Clemson had to rely on freshman punter
Dave Sims to boot the team out of trouble
on many occasions.
Sims' first opportunity to punt came
after Clemson's first posession. He re-
sponded with a 57-yard mortar shot that
backed State up to their own nine-yard
line. Sims ended up averaging over 41
yards a kick in the game on nine punts,
and most came in pressure situations.
"Going into almost every game that
year." said Sims, "it was like I was in a
fog. Being a freshman. I wasn't used to
the crowd or level of competition. I
wanted to prove to the other players
that I could pull my own weightand that I
belonged in the ACC.
"I knew when I hitthatfirst puntthat it
wasagoodone. Gettingoff tosuch agood
start in a big game like that helped my
confidence for the rest of the game. The
offense wasn't doing too well, and. even
though that put a lot of pressure on me,
they knew they could count on me."
Despite Sims' booming initial punt.
State got their offense going on their first
possession. Behind the running of Ted
Brown and Billy Ray Vickers. the Pack
moved into Clemson territory. However,
when Evans went back to attempt his
first pass of the game. Randy Scott
intercepted to snuff out the visitor's first
offensive thrust.
State had the only two serious scoring
threats in the first half. The visitors from
Raleigh drove to the Clemson 27. But,
Jay Sherrill missed a field goal. The only
other sustained drive ended when Eddie
Geathers intercepted another Evans'
pass, and the half ended in a scoreless
tie.
"The game was a hard-fought defen-
sive struggle," remembered Willie
Jordan. "Both defenses were very physi-
cal and aggressive and dominated the
offenses. Clemson's defense was on the
field an awful lot in that game, but we
came through with the big interceptions
and key hits when we needed them."
The Wolfpack finally was first to put
points on the board. Ralph Stringer's
second half kickoff return set Bo Rein's
club up in excellent field position and the
Pack was on the move. When the drive
stalled. Jay Sherrill connected on a 39-
yard field goal to sire State a 3-0 lead, a
margin that looked as though it would
stand for the rest of the game.
Then, enter Willie Jordan, better
known for his "Willie's Return Service"
t-shirt.
"I remember thinking that things
weren't looking so good when I went back
to receive Johnny Evans' punt," said
Jordan. "But, as soon as he hit the punt. I
knew that it was the one I had been
waiting for all day. It was a long punt that
was drop ping quickly meaning Evans had
outkicked his coverage. Even though I
caught the ball on the goal line, I wasn't
going to miss the opportunity.
"i know there must have been 50.000
people and a few coaches a little upset
with me when I started running, but
I'm sure that all changed when I hit the
40-yard line."
Steve Ryan concurs with Jordan.
"When Willie caught the ball and
started running, I said to myself, 'oh boy,
here goes Willie again.' " laughed Ryan.
"1 thought for sure the offense was going
to have to start around our own five-yard
line. But, I guess Willie knew what he was
doing because he ended up 75 yards
from where he started. It changed the
momentum dramatically."
Three plays later Steve Fuller con-
nected with Jerry Butlerfora 19-yard TD
pass for Clemson's lone score of the day
and a 7-3 lead.
However, the Wolfpack began to open
up. State moved 30 yards in three plays
and found themselves in Tiger territory.
Evans dropped back and rifled a pass to
the Clemson 20-yard line. However, at
the last moment. Steve Ryan stepped in
front to intercept and returned the ball
37 yards.
"Evans started out like it was going to
bea counter opt ion, but the wide receiver
was sprinting downfield," said Ryan
describing the play. "Evans rolled back
tohis right, and I keptgoingback with the
receiver. When the ball got to the re-
ceiver. 1 just stepped in front. Afterthat,
I just picked my way back up field behind
some great blocking."
But. the Tigers couldn't capitalize and
following several clutch punts by Sims,
State had one more chance. This time, it
was Rex Varn's turn as he grabbed
Clemson's fourth interception of the
game to seal the victory.
"The State game was an interesting
and very tough game." summed up Ryan.
"We had a lot of things going against us.
Ted Brown gained 122 yards against us,
they beat us in the stats, and between
the 20's. But, we kept them out of the
end zone and won where it counted, on
the scoreboard."
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Anderson Hendersonville N.C.






Yeargin is proud to have been selected as the general
contractor to construct a 1 22,000 square foot office building
for J. E. Sirhne Company. We take P-R-l-D-E in this being
the third project we have built for Sirhne. Sirrine is ranked
ninth in the Engineering News Record's top 500 design
firms and first in Building Design And Construction's rank-
ing of industrial design firms.
The greatest compliment to any contractor is to be
invited back and awarded additional work. Especially for a
client like Sirrine, who works daily with contractors on a
national and international basis.
But for Yeargin, building jobs for repeat clients has
become a way of life.
• 1 1 projects for General Electric Company
• 11 for Union Carbide Corporation
• 1 for Carolina Power & Light Company
• 8 for Allied Chemical Corporation
• 8 for Collins & Aikman Corporation
• 8 for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
• 6 for American Enka Company
The list could go on . . .
Whether your facility is industrial, commercial, or in-
stitutional or your manpower requirement is one, hundreds,
or thousands, think Yeargin for all your construction needs.
We provide comprehensive general contractor
services in civil, mechanical, HVAC, electrical and
contract maintenance ... all with our own forces.
We have the resources, the technical back-up and the




Yeargin Construction Company, Inc.
McAlister Plaza • Post Office Box 6508
Greenville, South Carolina 29606 • (803) 242-6960
Southwest Division • 2323 South Voss Road
Houston, Texas 77057 • (713) 782-9254
